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CHAi-Tai I
XNTECDUGTICS
Purlag; the pest two decades, American employers,
vocetionel guidance counselors, teachers, psychologists,
economists, sociologist®, and many others have become
increasingly aware of the shocking inadequacies In the
vocational skills and abilities of contemporary college
graduates*

As a result, the occupational choices which

college students make have been gaining increasing atten
tion, as is evidenced by the acciimulating psychologic 1 and
sociological studies in this field*
ifthy this sudden interest In vocational guidance and
the psychology of career decision®?

Prior to the advent of

"big business,” it was the accepted custom for the young
adult to enter that occupation in which his father was
employed*

At that time, most businessmen were self-employed,

and thus, their sons would naturally inherit the business
when their fathers retli ed*

Ho^ ^?ver, with, the increasing

complexity of the structure and function of ^uaerican society
(relative dlsappearc-nce of j^rivately o ned business end the
establishment of complex occupational hierarchies), the
adolescent or young adult is faced with a wide variety and
diversity of occupational choices accompanied by a lack of
occupational experience by which to guide his vocational
—1—
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decisions*

Increasing specialization of job reg^uirSi-îents,

concomitant witii longer end more intensive training pro
grams, has made it mandatory that the young adult make his
occupational choice at a younger and younger age if he
wishes to enter the wage earning forces at an age acceptable
to society,*
The author’s interest in the process of "occupational
decision-making" 2 was first awakened three years ago when,
through casual observation of her fellow students, she
became superficially aware of the conflicting forces con
fronting the underclass college student who must make some
semblance of an occupational choice on or before the advent
of the junior year#^
I.

XHh î’
ItCBL M

statement of the problem#
employed in this study is that*

The major hypothesis
(1) there is & process of

occupational decision-making in which most students progress
from "unrealistic" to *'r^>alistic” approaches to their

*rlght Mills, Lhite Collar, hew fork;
University Iresa, 19^0, p7'T3*

Oxford

2

.

Tli Ginzberg, ^ el, Cccuoption^l Choice :
roach to a General Theory « Eew iCork i ''Columbia University
Press, X*ÿ$T*
^Cee Everett C* Hughes, Men and Iheir work, Glencoe
Illinois I The Free fresa, 19^8 &iTd Theodore Ceplow, The
S o c i o l o ^ of feor # Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota
i-roas^ 1^5"^% for a discussion of the significsnce of woi’k
activity in American cultu:e.
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-3cceup&tlonaX choices*

The above h^ypothesis led the author

to study the following, which appear to be closely inter
related to the student's ultimate choice of an occupation
and which, for the purposes of this study, will be called
auxiliary hy^ntheses*

(1) among most underclass students

there is a low correlation* between interest in a particular
subject and ability (aa measured by grades) to do the wor^
in that subject} (2) among most upperclass students the
correlation between interest in a particular subject end
ability in the same subject is much higher; (5) students f;iie
more likely to change their occupational choices to fit
A
their "values'’ tnan they are to chJ age their ’’values” to
fit their occupational choices

s

tho^^e ©tudente who ;i»ve

chosen an occupation at an early age, and who, for an
extended period of time, have taken courses primarily in
preparation for said occupation, ©re less likely to change
their minds ©bout their careers even though they may become
dissatisfied with their chosen career, than are those stu
dents who have only recently chosen a career end are not yet
*Xhe word "correletioi" is not here employed as a
statistical term, but rather, as a term meaning "a close or
mutual relation*” hve »jebster's Few ko rid hlctioncry * liew
York: The world Publishing Company, 1^60, pT""332«
fee pp. 7-6*
Donald E* cuper. The PsycholoFcy oi' Careers * Dew
York* harper, 1937 nnd i^rving Coffman, The iresent a tion of
Pelf in -b.veryday Life » Edinburgh, Ccotland* Edinbuz'gh Uni
versity ires3, 195'ÿ$ for a discussion of th -orles of atti
tudes and values.
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deeply Involved in It; (5) a large proportion o£ underclass
students have not yet chosen an occupation and in such cases
taoy have come to college for other than professional or
occupational reasons; (6) on the averege* a student chooser
a career which ranks higher socially and intellectually
than his father*© occupation; (?) stuuents usually disregard
future career possibilities when /taking occupational
choices; (ü) those students who receive high college grades
tend to make more ’^realistic'*

occupational choices than

those students who receive poor grades in college.
importance cf the study.

within the past twenty

years more end more high school graduates have been making
plans to attend colleg:" j and universities across the United
States*

Th?ir reasons for attending college are many and

diverse, and in many cases the students have given little
thought to their occupational choices, as will be shown
later in t.iis paper.

how ^uch information dees the college

student possess concerning his occupational choicer

xoas

he choose a field which is suited intellectually and
socially to bis needsV

What factors cause oiu to choose

one field rather than anothex?

hoc© he know enough about

the various occupations to "realistically" choose on© which
best fits his abilities?

These are only a few among many

^See p* 6.
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ÇU93tlona asked by previous researchers In studies of the
process of occupational decision*-iaakin«j#

However, there is

very little available literature la this field, and the con—
elusions drawn from that literature do not agree with one
another.

A review of the literature as presented in Chapter

II will document these points.
will:

In this study the author

(1) propose a theoretical explanation for the contra

dictory conclusions drawn by previous researchex’si (2) pre
sent research data showing that the underclass college
students interviewed generally did not choose their future
occupations "realistically."
II.

JDHFINIXICÎ1S OF TLKKC OOEP

Cccunational decision—making;.

"Occupational decision-

making" is the process through which an Individual arrives
at his ultimate occupational choice.

". . . a n individual

never reaches the ultimate decision at a single moment in
time, but through a series of decisions over a period of
many years; the cumulative impact is the determining factor.
It is importent to note why tiiis is so:

the actions follow

ing a considerable number of decisions ai'e made at great
cost end are moi’o or less irrevocable, and this indicates
their importance for the future.

A young adult goes to

college only once ; if he decides to major in engineering, it
means that except in rare circumstances he cannot become a
lawyer or a doctor.

After he has devoted four or more years

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

to epeciallL'ing in one subject it lo expensive in terms of
both dollars and emotions (and in years I) to turn his back
*7
on his prior decision and enter* a new field.
Be Dlis tic.

A ’’realistic” choice of an occupation is

one in which the student has objectively* evaluated the
demands * requirements and rewards of his chosen occupation,
and after such evaluation has determined that his intellec
tual and other abilities, economic situation, social aspi
rations, family background, interests, occupational desires
and social skills are acceptably compatible with the demands,
requirements, and reward® of his chosen occupât i o n . i h e
criteria by which the teim ’’realistic” has been defined are
primarily those which have been employed by Edward
Sparling in hi® book entitled ^

J.

Collef-e Students Choose

Vocations wisely?
Unrealistic.
^Ginsberg, pp.

An ”unrealistic” choice of an
2 7 -2 B.

•îhe word ’’objective” here means ". . . without bias
or prejudice; detached; Impersonal,” See Webster's Kew
World Dictionary. Hew York : The «orld Publishing Company,
19'o^i p, lol^.

®Tho author acknowledges that the term "realistic,”
as employed in everyday usage, is an emotionally loaded
term; however, in this study, the term is employed only in
the manner as defined above end is not to be regarded es an
adjective of praise or reward, but rather as an emotionally
neutral term.
^Edward J. Uparlin^,, W Collepie Stud^-.nt@ Choose
Vocations Wisely? « Hew York: îêacEers College I Columb'ia
University, l5 •
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-7occupatlon Is one In which the stuient has not objectively
considered the demands, requirements, and rewards of his
chosen occupation#

For this reason, he does not know

whether or not his intellectual and other abilities, eco
nomic situotlo.., social aspirations, family background,
interests, occupational desires, and social skills satis
factorily qualify him for employment in his chosen occupa
tion#

In most oases of this nature the student knows very

little about Uls chosen occupation and consequently is
unable to evaluate his Individual qualifications for that
occupation#
Underclass student#

An "underclass student" is a

student in the freshman (first year) or sophomore (second
year) of college#^^
Umerclsss student#

An "upperclass student" Is e

student in the junior (third year) or senior (fourth year)
of college#^^
Value#

A "value" is "• # . the believed capacity of

any object to satisfy a human desire.

The quality of any

object which causes it to be of interest to an individual
or a group#

Value is strictly a psychological reality, and

^^Joseph H# Friend and David B# Guralnik, (eds.),
Webster's Kew woirld Dictionary# Hew York* The world Itib'
TIshInr?omp&nyTT;6UTl^^
:
^^Ibid## p# 1600.
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is not ïneasnrable by any neens yet devised*

It is to be

sharply distinguished from utility, because its reality is
in the human mind, not in the external object Itself.

Value

is strictly a matter of belief 5 an object, the utility of
which is strictly spurious, will have the seme value as if
it were genuine until the deception is discovered*

Ulti

mate values are axiomatic and are inherent in human nature
itself.

Their existence may be discovered by social or

psychological research, but neitixer their validity nor
their justifiability can be demonstrated.

They are, at the

same time, the final sources of the motivation of all con
scious rational telle behavior*'*
Social skill*

A "social skill" is the ability of an

individual to function in a manner approved by and acceptable
to other individuals with whom he may have reciprocal rela
tions.

. having to do with the reciprocal relations of

interacting human beings either as individuals or groups.
III.
Interviews*

nuTHOUOlGGf

The data for this research paper were

obtained from information given this writer by students at
Montana Gtate University.

The majority of the informatlon

12Henry P* Fairchild, (ed. ), Dictionary of Cociolcfry.
New York: Philosophical library, 1^44, pp.
.
^^Ibid.* p*

275.
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•9*
wm# obtained through, personally Interviewing students from
each class level.

Those Interviews were ae<2uired during

the period of October> 1962 to January» 1963*

Each Inter

view took place in the office of the author In the Liberal
Arts building end was tape recorded.

It was resolved to

employ a tape recorder in order to eliminate the distrac
tion of notetftklng and thus enable the author to more fully
observe the responses of the inf ornants.

In addition, the

use of a tape recorder made it possible to "capture the
atmosphere" of the interview, therefore enabling the author
to more accurately compile the research data.

The inter

views were then transcribed verbatim, after which t.iey were
codified to facilitate analysing end summarising them.
The students Interviewed were chosen from introduc
tory sociology classes of fall quarter, 1962.

Lach stuaent

«es given extra credit in his class for volunteering to be
interviewed and in all seventy—one students were interviewed:
twenty—one freshmen, eighteen sophomores, seventeen juniors,
end fifteen seniors.
liomoreneoue sempl?»

Originally the author had

planned to interview only those students who had average
intelligence quotients for their class; however, the Univer
sity Counseling Center advised the author tnat I.

Tests

had not been given to University students for the past two
years, and thus, she would have no means of calculating; the
I . ,.*8 of the underclass students.

Also the author had

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

—lO—
planned to Interview only those students whose fathers’
occupations were attribut'^.

ein*ili\r social status (follow

ing George C# Counts ”îhe C o d a i Status of Ccîcupatlons”^^)•
Unfoi^unately, neith'-^r the counseling center nor the x-egls—
trar felt they could divulge such ”confldentlal information”
(i*e.$ students* fathers* occupations)

Therefore, the

author decided to interview students chosen from introductory
sociology classes conducted fall quarter, 1C62.

The hetero

geneous sa:Aplo was composed of twenty—eigiit f s t u d e n t s
and forty-three male students of a variety of fields of
interest as shown in the table on page eleven.
Research methods.
personal interviewing,

The basic method of research was

huch interviewing was structured,

to an extent, in that the author attempted to follow a pre
conceived Interview g u i d e . h o w e v e r ,

every effort was

made to encourage a free flow of conversation end the inter
views were Interrupted only when the interviewees discuesed
topics not pertinent to the author's research objectives.
Lach interview was recorded and subsequently transcribed by
the author; the interview guide may be found in the Appendix.
Vuestlonnaire.

Upon first beginning the interviewing

it was fo’und that some of the informants were extremely
^^George S. Counts, "The Social Status of Occupa
tions,” School iteview. Volume 53 (January, lv2p> * pp# lü-2?.
^^See Appendix, pp. 150-157
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HAJOa

C? CXU3X Of LOUjjilîlO

Major Field of Study

i;umber

Anthropology
«
Art . . . .
Business Administration . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chamidtry • ............ . . . . . . . . . . .
Olementary education
Forestry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
........
General . . . . . . . . . . . .
Geography . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Guidance and Counseling . . . . . . . . . . .
History . . . . . .
........
. . . . . .
Home bconomlca
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
liberal Arts .
.........
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ministry
................................
Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Physical Education
. . .
........
. . . . . .
Physical Therapy • • • • • . ............
Political Science • • • . ........ . . . . . .
Pre-Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pre-Medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Social Welfare . . . . . . . . . . .
........
Sociology
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Spanish
Zoology
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
j
7
2
)
3
4
1
1
2
3
4
1
1
2
10
1
1
3
4
1
7
4
1

T o t a l .............

71
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vague about soa® of their answer®•

They frequently explained

to the author that they had never talked with ar.yone as
thoroughly about their career plans as tney were now doing.
This characteristic was j,articularly prevalent anong the
freshnan students,

For this reason the author decided to

employ a ;iuestionnair0 in her research*^^

The questionnaire

was co:npleted by the informants prior to interviewing.

The

purpose of the questionnaire was to acquaint the informant
with the material the author planned to present to him dur
ing the period of formal interviewing.

It was assumed that

filling out the questionnaire would stimulate the thinking
of the Informant so that he ..ould thus be able to answer the
author’s questions more clearly and accurately.

Unfortu

nately, this was not the case, since those students who were
asked to fill out the questionnaire answered the author’s
questions with much the same degree of vagueness as did
those students who were not asked to complete the question
naire.

Jince use of the questionnaire involved a great deal

of repetition, it was subsequently abandoned.

As tha inter

viewing progressed, it was concluded that this vagueness in
response on the part of some of the interviewees occurred
because a few of the informants nad not yet seriously thougot
about their occupational choices.

luey th'^rcfore were not

able to answer questions concerning their future career
16

See Appendix, pp, 130-157*
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pi ana— the fact was* such students had not yet made any
future career plans#

This finding will he Illustrated In

ensuing sections of this paper*
Crp'snlzation of remainder of the thesis.
la devoted to a review of tha literature#

Chapter II

In this chapter

the author will present a review of previous research
projects and the limitations of such studies, thereby pro
viding a theoretical framework for the author*s research in
occupational choices*
In the following chapter the author will outline
those factors which the interviewees believed Influenced
their choices of major fields of study and. In some cases,
ultimate occupational choices*

Since the author previously

proposed to explain why students choose those occupations
which they do choose, the purpose of Cnapter III will be to
Illustrate those criteria which the students believed
Influenced their ultimate occupational choices.
Chapter IV will contain a discussion of the Influ
ence which the students' backgrounds have on their ultimate
occupational choices.

Following such discussion the author

will present specific cases to Illustrate the influencing
factors which have been discussed#

Chapter V will contain

e discussion of how the students attempt to muK.e their
occupational choices realities*

ouch discussion will

Include a consideration of the students' abilities, the
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requirements of the occupetions which they have chosen, and
the students* aspiration levels and their probable actual
levels of achievement*
The remaining chapter will offeri

Cl> a summary of

the material contained in this paper; (2) the conclusions
which the author has drawn from the research data gathered
for this project; Cj5) a discussion of the limitations of
this study; (4) suggestions for further research*
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CHAi-rEE II
EEVIEw Cj? THE LITEaATD \E
There is a substantial lack of research on the
sociology of occupational choices.

Although the liontana

State University Library does not contain ell the research
available in this field, a number of studies were found in
this library which were related either directly or Indirectly
to the study.
In a study of high school studenta,

v. Lockwood

concluded that:
Chances for social and econo.ülc advanceiaent are
deteriaining job choices of future men and women with
little thought being given to individual fitness, in
terms of ability for the vocations selected.^
^.1though this author did not study the behavior of high
school students who make occupational decisiois, she does
maintain that this lack of realism displayed by high school
students, as pointed out by Lockwood, can also be found to
some degree among college students.

In addition, Lockwood

indicates that his study reveals that:
p

produces h l ^ realism Indices.”

"High intelligence

Although there was no

direct means available of evaluating the intelligence of
W. V. Lockwood, "Realism of Vocational Preference,"
I'eraonnel end Guldanc* Journal . Volume 37 IOctober, 19p3),
pm lOo.""”
^Ibid.. p. 10Ü.
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the Interviewees, their average grades were utilized as an
Index of Intelligence, asL:umlng that the more intelligent
students were those who attained higher scholastic achieve
ment while in college#*
According to Donald Cupers
Tracing the process of making a vocational choice
and adjusting to an occupation is, essentially,
describing two processes— that of developing a picture
of the kind of person one is. and th^t of trying to
make that concept a reality#3
According to George Herbert Mead, self is built out of the
roles we play in life.

*'uen "self-concept” is spoken of,

it la in reference to a specific role the individual has
incorporated into his being,^

In choosing an occupation,

one chooses to attempt to become this kind of person rather
than that kind of person, and in effect, to attempt to play
this occupational role rather then that occupational role#
Making one's self-concept a reality means achieving recog
nition as one who has become the kind of person he had
hoped to become#

ifailing to achieve such recognition

*1:0 waver. It must also be taken into consideration
that one's grades could reflect one's relationship with the
professor, one's interest in one's field, or one's attitude
toward the subject matter of the particular courses# In
this sense then, grades are not a completely adequate indi
cation of one's general intelligence or one's ability in a
particular field,
^Donald 'i. Super, "Vocational Aljustmont: Implement
ing Â Self-Concept," Occupations# Volume 50 (November,
1951), p. 89.
^George Herbert Meed, Mind. Self and Society,
Chicago* The University of Chicago Press, l'ÇJÆI
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An exanple of

such failure would be the student who plans to be a doctor«
but who is unable to pass cheaistry or mathematics*

Becker

and Carper also point this out In their short article in
Social Forces*

According to them, occupational conflict

does not arise necessarily when one Is assuming an '’occupa
tional identity,” but such conflict always does arise when
one is unable to make this ”occupational identity” a
reality*^

A few examples of such ccnflict were encountered

while conducting the interviews ; a sample of these cases is
presented in a subsequent section of this paper.
One criterion employed in this study of the defini
tion of "realistic occupational choice” regards the rela
tionship between the student•» aspiration level end his
probable actual level of achievement.

It is the author’s

contention that those students, who aspire to occupations
in which their chances of ever playing the aspired occupa
tional role are extremely small, have made unrealistic
choices of occupations.

It is also contended that those

students whose expectations of occupational success ere
great, but whose chances of doing well in their aspired
occupational role are small, in most cases, have made
unrealistic occupational choices*

Peter M. Blau expresses

S* Becker end J* U. Carper, "Adjustment of Con
flicting Expectations in the Development of Identification
With An Occupation,” Fecial Forces. Volume 36, p. 33*
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this proposition in the following quotation»
Occupational expectations are much more realistic
than aspirations. :;ence, the process of original
selection* as well as the process of ultimate choice,
must be taken into account in order to explain why
people end up in different occupations.^
Rosenberg also indicates that the degree of correlation
between one *a culpabilities and the requirements of one's
selected occupation strongly influence whether or not one
will remain in that occupation.*^

In this connection, grades

were employed as an indication of whether or not one's abil
ities in a chosen field coincide with the requix^ementa of
that field.

If the student has received acceptable grades

In his major field of study, in this respect, he has made a
realistic choice of an occupation.
Bridges and Bollinger have conducted a study the
purpose of which was to determine the relationship between
work Interests and abilities in one's work.

The test

instructions employed in this study are as follows»
Arrange the courses you are studying this semester
according to your interest in them. Place first in the
list the course you are most interested in, then the
others in order. Please mcà.o your judgments carefully
and deliberately, and try as far as possible to avoid
Influence by class grades or px’eferonco for instructor,
Now arrange the subjects you are studying this semester
according to your ability in them. Try to uaho your
^Peter II. Bleu, "Occupational Choice: A Conceptual
Framework." Industrial end Labor Relations Review. Volume 9
(July, 1956)73": 33T:
^Morris Rosenberg, "Factora Influencinfj Change of
Occupational Choice," The Lanj^uage of bociel Research,
edited by Lacerafeld end Rosenberg, %:. 2^4-,
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judlgaienta Independent of your interests and of any
claaa grade® you may have x‘eceived*^
According to this test« the authors concluded txiat students*
interests were a very inadequate indication of their ability
in a particular subject.

The authors point out that grades

ere also an Indication of the student's interest, genex*el
intelligence of the student, and the personal relation which
the student may have with the instructor, and thus thf-t
grades era not an entirely suitable indication of interest,
nevertheless, for reasons stated in the following paragraph,
grades were employed as an Indication of realism of choice
on the basis of the assumption that those students who do
not do well in their major field of study (as meaaured by
grades) are loss likely to do well in their aspired occui>atlonal role, and in e:^me cases, their chances of ever play
ing their aspired occupational role are extremely small.
In this respect, their occupational choices have been
unrealistic.*
According to a study conducted by Howes and Flatte:
In the opinions of the students, liking a particular
subject, observin-ç people working in the job, and
actual working conditions were of laucn greater influ
ence th&n other factors; these are 'uajoi* factors which

J. W* Bridges and V. M. Do1linger, "Correlation
Between Interests and Abilities in College Courses," Isycholo/ricel Review. Volume 2? (July, 1920), p. 50’
3.
*c-f course there are exceptions who, although lack
ing ability in their fields, enjoy tiieir work and are so
interested in it that they ere satisfied with the occupa
tional choices they have made.
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Influence occupational choices.^
Because there was no available objective manner by which, to
jaaasure a student's Interest (liking) la his particular
field, the writer resolved that the aaost adequate meaxis of
such evaluation was through a knowledge of the student's
achievôj&ent as evidenced by his grades*
SparlingÏ

According to J* J .

***.hen other elements of fitness are excluded,

high marks are a better Indication of fitness than low
m a r k s * I n addition, the interviewees were questioned as
to their own evaluation of their interest in tnsir chosen
fields.

Such an approach is admittedly subjective, and

thua, cannot be measured satisfactorily in objective terms,
but this approach seemed necessary in view of our limited
knowledge of the psychology of career decisions,

further

more, the interviewees wore questioned in regard to their
past occupational experience in an effort to determine
whether or not they may have had direct or Indiraot working
knowledge of their fields.

Ihe basic a33ump;tion employed

here was that tuoa® students who had direct ac-iUaintance
with their proposed occupations were more ably equipped to
make realistic occupational choices,

-*lso, direct acquain

tance with sxma person who was employed in the student's

/* howes and . Platte, ’’Jhoices xhey Uaxe,'* Indus
trial Arts and Vocational Zducetlon. Volume
(Koveu’
ber
X^JpTJ, p.
lO
wp arling, p • hh *
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proposed vocation and with whom the student had conversed
concemingg his career plans, probably g;ave the student a
more comprehensive notion of the demands and requirements
of such occupation, and thus, he was in a better position
to approach his vocation realistically.

These criteria of

“réalisa” have also been employed by £dward J # Sparling in
his Columbia University studies.

11

According to a Cornell University studys

”. . .

students are quite realistic about picking a career.

Forty-

six per cent ©aid that ideally they would like to work in
their own business or professional office, but only nineteen
12
per cent expect to be independent.”
«hen this criterion
is employed as a meens of evaluating realism, this author
would agree that the majority of students do make realistic
choice© of occupation©•

However, on the basis of informa

tion obtained through interviewing, it was concluded that a
large minority of students, particularly imdercless stu
dents, have as yet made no distinction between their aspi
ration level end their probable actual level of achievement
in their chosen occupations.

The author arrived at this

conclusion primarily because she found a large proportion
of students who were majoring in fields in which their
academic average was low; these data ©re given in a
^^Gparllng, pp. >-39•
“College Htudents* Career Choices," fchool and
Society. Volume
(October 26, 1957)t p. 3 1 ^ ^ (unsigned)
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subséquent section of this paper*

Nevertheless# a. d*

Brown, in a study of seniors at North Carolina College,
concluded that "Students* aspirations seemed to change very
little while they were in c o l l e g e B r o w n indicates that
college students have already made the distinction between
aspiration level and probable actual level of achievement *
For this reason, when interviewing the students the author
further explored this criterion of "realism" in ©n effort
to either support or refute this proposition; this informa
tion is reported in an ensuing section of this paperAccording to h* M* Stephenson, students pay little
attention to their father© * occupations when choosing an
occupation, and likewise, they give little thought to the
career opportunities available in that particular field.
This hypothesis is likewise expressed by -* h. Sisson in
his study of high school s t u d e n t A c c o r d i n g to both
Stephenson end Sisson, in a aurprising number of cases, the
student’s expected level of achievement is incongruous with
the vocational opportunities available to him in his chosen
f i e l d . T h e s e views are also expressed by Coxo in a study
H. Brown, "vocational Aspirations of Seniors at
NOith Carolina Collep:©." Colle?^^© end bniveraitv. Volume 30
(April, 19^5), p. 320.
-----------------D. Sisson, "An Analysis of the Occupational
Aims of College Students," Occupations. Volume 1? (193B),
p. 21^.
II. Stephenson, "itealiam of Vocational Choice,"
Fereonnel end Guidance Journal. Volume 39 (April, 1997)*
p.""40^.
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of high school students and by Eroger and Louttit In a
study of h i ^ school boys#

According to Coxa,

♦ the

percentages (of students) choosing each profession are
larger than those found in each pirofesslon#"
Louttit express this view in the following:

Kroger and
"Neither the

father's occupation nor the needs of the community is
reflected in the student's c h o i c e s , B e c h e r and Strauss
point out that:

• the question is not whether the

applicants possess a specific trait» but whether these
traits can be esslixilated by the specific institutions,"

IS

In such cases* the choice of occupation is termed unreal
istic in view of the fact that the student's actual level
of success In his chosen vocation would probably fall far
below his expected level of achievement in that occupational
field* as he would have initial difficulty in even obtaining
a position in his chosen field.
According to idwerd J , Sparling* realistic choice of
an occupation is defined in the following way;
Kealistic choice of an occupation requires that
one should balance his qualifications against the
1Ê
W, w, Coxe* 1 ^liability of Vocational Choices of
High School Students*" School and .ocjytv. Volume 52 (1950)*
p, 813.
17

^Kobert Kroger and 0, M. Louttit* "The Influence
of Fathers' Occupation on the Vocational Choices of High
Cchool Boys," Journal of ipolled rsvcholoRV. Volume 19
(1955)* p, 211.
IS
H, H. Becker and A. L* Ltrauss* "Careers*
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requireiüents of the vocation in question with respect
to the nature of the actual work to be done, its educa
tional requlroments, its de;aa2ids on health, intelli
gence, special ability, teaperament and character, the
opportunity it offers for training and advancement, the
remuneration and the working conditions *19
Some of the criteria which Sperling employs as a measure of
*realism" and which were applicable to this study are as
followst

(1) the degree to which the educational background

of the student's parents coincides with the educational
level required for entrance into one's chosen vocation; it
was assumed that those students who had a family background
favorable to advanced education would be more successful,
as measured by grades, in college than those students who
had educationally unfavorable backgrounds; (2) the similar
ity between the amount of money the student expects to earn
in his profession and the amount of money persons in this
occupation actually do earn; (3) the degree of technical or
descriptive reading the student has done in the vocation or
occupation he has chosen; it was assumed that tliose stu
dents who were more interested in their occupâtions would
do more reading in their vocational fields; (4) the stu
dent's "plan of entry" into his vocatior.; it was assumed
that if a student had an acceptable "plan of entry" into
his vocation, this was an indication that the student was

Personality, and Adult Socialization," American Journal of
Sociolcjrv» Volume 62 (November, 1956;, p*"
^^Sparling, p. 95•
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acquainted with the condltiona existing in the vocation and
also an indication that he had done considerable thinking
about his career J it was likewise assumed that an absence
of the former Indicated an absence of the latter| (5) the
degree to which the student must sui>port himself while
attending school | it was assumed that those students who
found it necessary to work while attending college would
find it more difficult to achieve their educational goals
than those who were not self—supporting.*
ilMITATlCNG OF !RS,VICUS OlUil&Ü

From the author’s knowledge of the literature avail
able In this field, the researchers generally agree that
high school students are, on the whole, unrealistic in
their approach to career planning.

However, this litera

ture does not indicate any conclusive evidence concerning
the realism of college students’ career plans.

Cn the con

trary, some studies indicate that college students ere
*ln previous studies of working, married students
(see Svsnd i^iemer, "Married Veterans Are Good students,"
Marriap:e end Family llvlnK. Volumes 9-ilO (February, 19^7),
pp. ll—12%) it was found that, for the most part, such stu
dents were most successful (as measured by grades) in col
lege. It must therefore be admitted that the students*
marital status might have significant consequence® for the
assumption here made regarding the relationship between the
students’ success in college and their financial problems.
However, since there were only three married students among
the seventy-one interviewees, it was not possible to analyze
the research data in terms of marital status. See pp. 5157 and p>. 70-71 for a discussion of money as a factor
which influences students* occupational choices.
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generally unrealistic In their choice o£ occupations,
whereas, other studies support the opposite conclusion#
This thesis may be valuable In that It will provide further
empirical data to support or refute either of these con*
fnoting hypotheses#

The author's research data &\x^'irest

that there Is a transition from what she has labeled the
"%mreallstic approach" to the "realistic approach," and
furthermore, that this transition occurs for some students
during the college years#

In some cases, underclassmen

have only recently begun thinking about their future career
plans#

Many have made choices of major fields of study

only to later change to other fields.

As undercl^-ssuiaa

Ihey generally are not very well acquainted with the vari
ous fields of study end thus choose àajors without being
aware of the opportunities, demands, requirements, and
rewards of that field of study.

However, dui'ing their four

years in college, through a process of trial and error,
most students eventually choose a major field of study with
which they believe t-hey will be satisfied*

They have

learned to inquli-e into the various fields and, on the
basis of information gathered, believe they have chosen
one which will satisfy their occupational desires.

Since

a few students progress more rapidly than others in this
20
Charles Kichard Fletcher, On ChenFilnR Academic
Majors in College (Unpublished Master*s Thesis, Montana
i>tate Universityî Missoula, Montana, 1V^?9#)-
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d«velopmental process t the writer suggest» that this 1» the
basic reesott why conclusions drawn in previous studies of
college students* occupational choices have not been in
agreement with one another#
Since some students who were interviewed displayed a
remarkable interest in the role of the university in help
ing them to make wise occupational decisions, the author
suggests that this thesis may provide further empirical
data concerning the students* attitudes toward the role
which the University Counseling Center should play in aid
ing them to make their occupational choices#'

•See pp* 120—121#
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C K A iîü it I I I
FACTCKS WHICH ÎXîFLU.-UiCS CCGUrATXCriAL C H O IC E

The faotora which the Interviewées told this author
were major influences in their choices of fields of study
will be set forth in the following pages for the conven
ience of the reader.

It is by no means assumed that these

factors influence all college students in a similar manner
or that these are the only factors which cause students to
choose those occupations which they do choose.

On the con

trary, tais author proposes only to set do^.n those factors
which her interviewees said were influential in the partic
ular choices of occupations or major fields of study.

How

ever, it is significant that all the interviewees named some
factors as significant influences in their choices of major
fields of study whereas other factors did not appear univer
sally among all the interviewees.

It is not the contention

of this author that she will prove with certainty that the
factors outlined below are the only factors wulch caused
her interviewees to choose those fields which they did
choose; on the contrary, the author proposes that, as far
as she was able to ascertain from the responses of her
informants, these are the factors which they believe were
influential in their choices of major fields of study.
Whether these factors will be found universally among other
—23—
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college etudente Is sot the concern of this research
project, hut rather, must be left to succeeding researchers.
Goode and Hatt express this problem of certainty In social
research in the following*

”. . .

by whatever design the

hypothesis is tested the results are never certain but are
approximations stated la terms of probability.
I,

AC^iUAlNlANCE

Â student's acquaintance with various occupational
fields Is one factor which probably has great Influence on
his ultimate occupational choice.

There are many means by

which a student may become acquainted with the various
occupations; those criteria of acquaintance employed in
this study will be listed on the following pages.

It was

assumed by this author that those students who were more
fully acquainted with the demands, requirements, and rewards
of their chosen occupations were In better positions to make
more realistic choices of occupations than were those stu
dents who lacked such knowledge of their fields.
Work in field.

Each interviewee was asked if he had

ever done any work In or connected to the occupational
field in which he was interested.

It was assumed by the

author that working in one's field better acquaints the
^william J. Goode and Paul iC. Hatt, Methods in Social
Beseareh. Kew York* McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
p. ë?.
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student with his chosen field and thus renders him more
able, on the basis of experience, to more realistically
make a permanent occupational choice.

The influence which

working in one's chosen field has on one's ultimate occupa
tional choice was expressed quite candidly by one inter
viewee:
uestion:
of study^

Are ?ou likelv to caanRO your ms.lor field

Answer : Well, that depends on how much X like it, I
mean working in this field. At the present I'm, well
I've gotten jobs as assistant football coach here for
the freshman team and that will look good on my record
if I stay in coaching. And I'm getting experience and
I can more or less find out if I like it or not being
a line coach. And if I find taat I like it and the way
things are going I'll probably, well I won't say prob
ably, but I think I'd like to stay in coaching.
The following table presents the informants' responses to
this question.
II
wiiO dAVA
KOÎ ..vi.ZLD IN PIDLD
Of INIhBbST, BÏ GRADS CP XnPChriADT*
Grade

work in Field
Percent
Kumber
;^
5 5 ;^

Senior
Junior
Sophomore
freshman

45

Total

38';»

ÎÎO work in Field
Kumber
Percent

6
9
3
7

57>
47:6
70^

13

05:6

14

27

62.6

44

9
8

•All percentages in this table and following tables
have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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It was aaaumed that "because some students are older
than others, they would have had more opportunity to work
In their chosen fields.

However, ae will be seen in the

following table, the older students actually did not work
in their fields more often than tli© younger students.
Judging from the responses of the Informants, it was con
cluded that the older students had not worked In their
chosen fields more freruently thfui the younger students for
one of two reasonsj

(1) They found it necessary to accept

employment outside their fields b causa such employment
offered higher wages.

(2) They had only recently made this

choice of a major field of study.

Consequently tl.ey had

not worked in their present fields because previously they
hod been interested in other occupations.
TABLh III
&IUDZKT3 WHO KAVh OR HAVE KOI WOIvI'mi) IK FlhLB
or IITTEILXT, BY AG.: CF IHFCAihiTT
Age

25-23
21-22
19-20
17-18
Total

Work in Field
I-er Cent
Number

No ».ork in Field
Per Cent
Number

59),)
47%

2
5
12
8

82/u
53%
61%
55%

9
7
19
9

58%

27

62%

44

lO/'J

It was also found that more men than women had worked
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la their choeea fields»

Of the twenty-eight woaen inform

ants* only eight (twenty-nine per cent) said they had worked
in their fields of study.

In comparison* nineteen (forty-

four per cent)of the male interviewees asid they had done
work in their fields of study.

Gparling also found data to

support the contention that fewer women than men have
experience in their fields of study.*
.ixtracurricular activities in field.

Ihe author

{questioned the interviewees about the extX’acuxrlcuXax" activ
ities which they engaged in during high school and college.
Ihe writer was interested in discovering if the informant#
had psi’ticipated in any activities which migiit serve to
better acquaint them with their present occupational choices
or which might aid in developing some pez*sonal qualities
about themselves which might better equip them for the occu
pational fields which they were planning to enter,

^n

example oz such an activity is the student who intended to
become & lawyer and who* during high school and college*
was a member of the school debate teau.

One informant

expressed tuis view quit® well;
;ueatlon; khat outside activities have you engaged
in which might better acquaint you with your fieldV
Answer; well* during high school I did belong to an
art club and we arranged a few exhibits end such. And,
I attended a few classes at the art institute at home

*Sparling* p. 79
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—5>and visited the museuas quite often
I have vax'ious
books at hone that I look throu^* and here on canq^us,
I belong to the Art Club end we've opened up a little
art gallery downtown here, and thin I think is qui-o
an advantage la helping to becoae more acquainted with
ay field,
Jh© following table shows the porcenta^e of intei'viewoes
who have and have not participated in such activities.
TAB
;IUDBNTd
wHO . TilAVn
a
» ' V ’ r’
.r-V y.%%
W

•« «•'S--*

«à»W

*!

-I

IV

UH llA V i POT i A h l l C I l A T B I i
w-i»

JLibt A

Activities Connected
to i?iold
Per Cent
1*umber

Grade

Senior
Junior
Cophomore
Freshman
Total

«ik 1
^

X

A

1ÎÎ k C T I V I T I h
^Jir

iV.* A * * X

Po activities Connected
to Field
1 ex' Cent
dumber

70‘
/ff
35 •’

12
10
15
7

2i';â
41,b
50/^

3
7
5
14

60,ü

42

4QV'a

29

79^6

It was found that about the same percentage of men
and women Informants had participated in activities con-'
nected to their fields of study*

Fifty-seven per cent

(sixteen) of the women informants had participated in such
activities» end sixty per cent (twenty-six) of the male
informants had taken pert in activities connected to their
fields of study,
Blscusclon with professionalB,

The informants were

asked if they had discussed their chosen occupations with
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any persons professionally connected to their chosen fields.
It was assumed that such discussion would better acquaint
the student with the dei^ends, requirements, and rewards of
that occupation and thus aid in rendering his ultimate occu
pational choice more realistic.

The table which follows

contains the interviewees* responses to this question.
TADIL V
DISCUSSION

CR NO DISCUSS ION wITH rROFSSSICNAIlS III
CF INTSRNST, BY GHABr OF ir F C iiilA ÎIT

llBCueaion with
Irofessionals
lor Cent ’ Number

Grade

F IIL D

lïc Die cue sien with
Professionals
1er Cent
lumber
—

Senior

io o ; i

15

Junior

88 /^

15

12^

2

Sophomore

65:6

12

55)6

6

Freshman

7 0 ;j

15

50%

6

Total

79:^

57

21%

14

A considerably larger percentage of the male students
had had discussion with prof os ;-ionals in their fields of
interest.

Only sixty-one per cent tseventeen) of the women

informants said they had had discussion with professional©
in their fields of study.

In contrast, ninety-three per cent

(forty) of the male interviewees said they had had such dis
cussion.
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Beadlngç material »

Because It was assumed by the

author that reading material la one’s field would serve as
an Indirect means of better acquainting students with their
chosen fields, each Informant'was asked what material in
his field he had read.

Although it is acknowledged that

simply having read a great deal of material in one’s field
is not sufficient to gain comprehensive knowledge of one's
chosen field, reading such material is one manner by which
a student might gain further knowledge and thereby become
better acquainted with the opportunities, rewards, require
ments, and disadvantages of employment in that occupation.
The following table shows the responses of the interviewees
to this question.

Al'kki:T L?

Grade
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
j?reshman
Total

IIJ
Li IK'rL.ki^Lf,
31 GRv.Df ÙF IKFOaZlANT

Much k esding
ier Gent Rumber

15/-

20/!»

5
5
3
1
14

Some Reading
xer Cent humber

59,^
50^.

Ro Heading
A er Cent humber

10
10
10
11

12/u
25/6
4 5 ;:,

2
5
9

41

22/i

16

mrnmm

It was elso concluded that «.en read more in their
fields than women.

Twenty-six per cent (eleven) of the men
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end eleven per cent (three) of the women gaid they had don
ooneiderahle reading in their fields#

hixty per cent

(twenty-six) of the men and fifty-three per cent (fifteen)
of the women said they had done some reading in their
fields.

Fourteen per cent (six) of the men and thirty—six

per cent (ten) of the women said they had done no extra
reading in their fields.

J. J. Sparling also found data to

this effect••
Brsinch of field.

Zach interviewa a was as^ed what

branch of his chosen field he intended to enter and why he
had made this particular choice.

It was assumed that the

student who was better acquainted with his particular field
of interest would similarly have a more comprehensive knowl
edge of the specialised branches available in that occupa
tion and thus could objectively choose one of thoae.

Those

students who were unable to mams such a choice usually told
the author that they were not well enough acquainted with
their fields to do so.

student ex* res sod this ^uite

wells
■neations In wnat branch of the field of sociology
would you like to specialise?
Answers I don't know. I haven't thought too much
about it and I really don't know. I'm taking social
welfare now and gee the relationship there, and I
thoug.it about teaching, but I don't know.

•imparling, p. 60.
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-37The table which follows contains the Informants' responses
to this question*

Judging from the resxonses of the inform

ants» It appears that they expect to obtain positions with
more financial and social status then in fact are available
to them.

It appears that the students* certainty of choice

grows through the junior year» then sharply decreases in
the senior year.

After having mode a choice of a special

ised branch of their fields» in many cases the senior
Informants found that they were unable to secure» what they
considered, satisfactory positions in these branches of
their fields.

Consequently» these seniors beciuie more

uncertain as to the suitability of their choices of special
ised branches of their fields.

Cn the ether hand » the

freshman, sophomore, and junior infornants, for the meat
psrt, had not yet attenptod to secure peruaaent positions
in their fields.

As a result, they were not fully informed

es to the possibilities of securing, what tmey considered,
suitable positions in these fields.

Consequently, more

juniors than seniors said they were certain which broach of
their field they expected to enter.
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TABX.S VII

uTÜBilîTG WHO HAVü
HAYb HOI KABA CHCIC^-G OF
LO IALIDAD
SAA^CH-S CF TH2IB jflLLBO, 31 GBAOi. OF ÎSFCH:hJîT
Grade

Have Made a Choice
1er Cent
Number

Have Hot Hade a Choice
Per Cent
Humber

senior

6

37^

9

Junior

9

4?;^

8

Sophomore

8
a

35.-

10

60%

13

31

56%

40

Freshman
44%

Total

Plans after rxaduatlon»

The writer Baked each

Informant what he planned to do after graduation from col
lege*

Boïâe students replied that they Intended to go to

graduate school * some knew which company or organisation
for which they wished to work, and others answered that
they had no post-graduation plans ss they were not well
enough acquainted with their chosen fields to make any auch
deciBlons*

Cne student expressed this response of those

who had no post—graduation plans:
.uestioni What are your tentative or certain plBxis
as to what you will do after graduation from collegeV
Answer? ^ork, I suppose. But I don't have any
idea 'o'É" where I'd like to work or who I'd like to work
for.
Ihe following table reports the interviewees* responses
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whem questioned about their career plans after graduation
from college*

T.iSLi: VIII
SIUDZTTTS WiiO ilAVl AND ilAVZ ::0T KADZ iC3T-GIÎADU--.TICÎÎ
PLANS, 3X GHALZ CF lî^FGIÎKAHT

Have Post-Graduation
Plans
Per Cent Number

Grade
Senior

93^^

Junior

Hot Well Hnough Ac .uainted
with Occupational
Opportunities to Hake
Post—Graduation Plans
Per Cent
Huiaber

14

7>

1

15

24,*

4

Sophomore

4-7-é

a

55,'

10

Freshman

30^

5

70^

15

Total

59%

41

41A-

50
mat

oo;ae students were able to toll the author just how
they would

about getting a job In their field and what

problems they might encounter in obtaining the position
they desired#

Other students said tneir knowledge of their

chosen field was not comprehensive enough to enable them to
predict exactly what problems they might encounter in
securing the position they desired, while others answered
that they really did not know how they would go about get
ting a job in their field aa t:i@y were not well enough
acquainted with the procedure or had not as yet given this
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—40"*
aspect of their career ary serious thought*

These two Ques

tions » "Eow would you go about getting a job In your chosen
field?** and "What probleaas do you anticipate in securing a
position in your chosen field?", were asked of each inter
viewee in order to evaluate these aspects of their acquain
tance with their chosen fielda*

Cne student very straight

forwardly expressed the view of those who did not know how
to go about getting a job in their fields*
question; How would you go about getting a job in
your particular field?
■Answer* I don't know how*
you get jobs.

I really don't know how

Still another student expressed some degree of acquaints nee
with his field when asked what problems he migjit encounter
in attempting to secure a position in that field, but when
questioned further, confessed he did not know:
Question: What problems do you anticipate in secur
ing a position in your field?
Answer: None* I believe there is a great demand
for people in these fields, but not on the B.h . level*
question;
than a o.A*?
Answer:

Would you intend to secure a degree higher

les, definitely.

Question* Do you think you would have any trouble
in getting admitted to a graduate school?
Answer8

Gee, I really don't know.

The following tables show the students' responses to these
questions*
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GXUJDiLKXS WHC AK£ Awi\H£ AUD ÀK£ KOI A^AE£ 0£ GCCUPATIOKAL
PROBLU'IS, Bï GRADE OF INFORIDErr

Grade

Aware of Occupa—
tional Prohlems
Per Cent
Kumber

Kotî Wall Enough Aoquelnted with
Field of Study to Anticipate
Occupational Problems
Per Cent
Number

Senior

e?A

10

53%

5

Junior

53:-^

9

47%

8

Sophomore

4774

6

55%

10

5

75%

16

32

54%

59

Freshman
Total

46%

As is shown, of the freshmen students, seventy—five
per cent said they were not well enough acquainted with
their chosen fields to anticipate what occupation©! prob
lems they night have.

In contrast, only thirty-three per

cent of the senior informants responded in this manner.

A

total of sixty-four per cent of the underclass students
expressed ignorance concerning occupational problems they
might encounter, whereas, only forty per cent of the upperclass students expressed such ignorance.

Because the

upperclass students appeared to be better acquainted than
the underclass informants with the occupational problems
they night encounter in their chosen fields, it was there
fore concluded that, in this respect, the former had been
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more realistic In their choices of major fields of study*

TABLZ X
B T U D m iS WHC HAVr, A P L A Ii CP LKTH X GB whO HAVH m
IL A H OF
£N TEX IN T O CliO S;^? O C C U P A TIO N , BY ÜBABL OF IH F C H rL U IT

Have a P l a n of Entry
Per Cent
Number

Grade

No Plan of Entry
Per Cent Number

Senior

9^

14

7A,

1

Junior

53Ai

9

4?^

8

Sophomore

57%

7

65%

11

Freshmen

50%

6

70%

15

Total

51%

56

49%

55

when asked if they had developed a plan of entry into
their chosen fields, approximately sixty-seven per cent of
the underclass students said they had no such plan*

In con

trast , only twenty—seven per cent of the upperclass stu
dents responded in this manner*

As is seen in the above

table, only seven per cent of the senior interviewees ssid
they had no plan of entry into their chosen fields, but
seventy per cent of the freshmen students responded simi
larly*

However, it must be admitted that it is possible

that this response is not completely indicative of the
higher realism of the senior students.

On the contrary, it

is possible that because these informants were seniors and.
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in most cases, would be working full time the following year,
they therefore had to develop some plan of entry into their
chosen fields*

In contrast, the freshmen students, for the

most part, would not be permanently employed on a full time
basis until they graduated from college*

Therefore, the

freshmen students did not find it necessary to immediately
develop a plea of entry into their chosen fields*

However,

further study of this aspect of occupational choices is
necessary to determine the process by which students develop
plans of entry into their chosen fields*
It was also concluded that more men than women made
plans of entry into their chosen fields*

Sixty-three per

cent (twenty-seven) of the men end thirty-two per cent
(nine) of the women had made definite plans by which they
would attempt to secure positions in their chosen fields.
Sparling also concluded that more men than women make plans
of entry into their chosen fields.*
Bex.

It was found that the female interviewees

thought differently about their careers than the male
informants.

Of the twenty-eight women informants, twenty-

one (seventy-five per cent) said they were not planning on
having permanent careeis In their chosen fields of study.
On the contrary, they had chosen o field of study merely in

Sparling, p. 61.
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—Ab
order to have acme laeans of earning a living should some
thing happen to their future husbands.

Each of these

Informants regarded her future role as wife or mother as
more important than a role es a career woman.
The majority of the female informants chose the
teaching profession as a future possible career,
Sparling also found data to this effect,*^

2. J,

Eighteen (sixty-

four per cent) of the women informants said they were pre
paring themselves for the teaching profession, three
(eleven per cent) were studying secretarial science, three
were studying sociology, one, nursing, one, anthropology,
one, social welfare, and one had not yet made a definite
decision as to which profession she might eventually enter.
In contrast, the male informants had chosen a wide variety
of fields of study.^
For the following reosons it was concluded that the
women informants, for the most part, were not as realistic
in their choices of fields of study as the men:

(1) Fewer

women than men had had experience in their fields of study,
Seventy—one per cent (twenty) of the women had had no work
experience in their chosen fields.

In comparison, fifty-

six per cent (twenty-four) of the males had had no such
work experience,^

(E) A considerably larger percentage of

^Ibld,, p, 7^

^See p, 11,

^See pp, 51—52,
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the male etudemte had had discussion with professionals In
their fields of Interest#

Only slxty-one per cent (seven

teen) of the women Informants said they had had discussion
with professionals in their fields of study#

In contrast,

ninety-three per cent (forty) of the male interviewees said
they had had such discussion#^

(^) The male informants had

done more extra reading in their fields than the women#
Twenty-six per cent (eleven) of the men and eleven per cent
(three) of the women said they had done considerable extra
reading in their fields#

i>ixty per cent (twenty-six) of

the men and fifty-three per cent (fifteen) of the women
said they had done some such reading in their fields#

Four

teen per cent (six) of the men and thirty-six per cent (ten)
of the women said they had done no extra reading in their
fields*^

(4) Finally, more men than women made plans of

entry into their chosen fields*

fc>ixty-three per cent

(twenty-seven) of the men and thirty-two per cent (nine) of
the women had made definite plans by which they would
attempt to secure positions in their chosen fields#^
II.

KLX IKFLUhîïCES

Oftentimes a young person will choose a ma jor field
of study or an occupation simply because he has been

^hee p# 54.

pp. )5~36#

^See p. 45#
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Influenced by soma person already In this field « because
hie parents want him to enter this occupation and# in some
cases# merely because his friends have chosen this occupa
tion or major field of study.

Probably there are students

who became interested in an occupation because of a posi
tive influence by some particular Individual but who also
objectively evaluated their personal qualifications for
that occupation before making a definite decision to pre
pare themselves for entrance Into that field.

Admittedly

such choices cannot be regarded as unrealistic merely
because the student was originally influenced by some indi
vidual in that occupation.

However# it is proposed that

only those students who entered occupations without objec
tively evaluating their own abilities end the requirements
of that occupation# have made unrealistic occupational
choices.

In such cases# they have made a particular occu

pational choice merely because they were favorably influ
enced by some key person or persons.
Family members.

Each interviewee was asked if he

had been influenced by any member of his family in his
choice of an occupation or major field of study.

In addi

tion# each informant was asked if any member of his family
had been or was now engaged in the occupation which he
Intended to enter.

In cases in which the respondent

answered that his occupational choice or major field of
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-47study was primarily detarmlmed by family influences » the
author did not on this criterion alone conclude that the
student had made an unrealistic choice of an occupation or
major field of study*

On the contrary, influence by family

members was only one factor utilized in determining the
realism of a student's occupational choice.

Only those

students who, due to family Influence, made choices of
major fields of study for v*hich they were not in some man
ner suited were considered as having made unrealistic
choices•
In some eases, it was found that students were
expected to eventually enter their fathers' professions.
Occasionally family pressure on the student to do so caused
him to make an occupational choice which was incompatible
with his Interests, abilities, and occupational desires;
such occupational choices were termed unrealistic.
III.

IHIEKhST

Interest is one of the most important factors in
making; a realistic choice of an occupation.

In luost cases,

one is primarily motivated to enter one occupation rather
then another because he is more interested in that occupa
tion which he has chosen.

This reason for choosing a par

ticular occupation was given time end again by the inform
ants.
The students interviewed gnvo various reasons for
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—
the Interesta which they had In numerous oocupatlona*

liow»

ever, it la beyond the scope of this paper to develop an
adequate theory of the psychology of career decisions.

The

purpose of this study is to note those factors which the
Interviewees claimed were significant influences in their
choices of major fields of study or occupations.

There

will be no attempt to answer why a given student becomes
interested in a particular occupation or why other students
develop interests in other occupations.

Such questions

must be left to other researchers more versed in the psy
chology end sociology of career decisions.
Ability. Hany students explained that they had
become interested in their chosen field because*
better in it than in anything elee.**^

"I was

Each interviewee was

asked what special qualiflestions he thought he had which
would suit him particularly for the field he had chosen.
Some students replied that they were not well enough
acquainted with their chosen fields to enable them to eval
uate the particular personal skills required for satisfac
tory performance of on-the-job duties.

However» other

Q

It may be argued that lack of interest in all occu
pations except that occupation which one has chosen, is not
per ge an indication of Interest in one's chosen field,
however. It is not the author's purpose to measure the
degree of interest which a student has in his chosen fieldt
such tools of measurement are not available. Admittedly
this is a subjective evaluation; the point is, the students
seld they had become interested la their chosen occupations
‘
because they had more ability in such fields.
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•^9**

students replied that they believed they did have some
special abilities idilch would suit them more adequately for
the occupations which they had chosen#

^Va ejcampla of such

a case was the student who had chosen to be a physical edu
cation Instructor and Who was quite adept in most athletics,
enjoyed working with young athletes, end believed that such
work wotild be personally rewarding to him#
Ability may also be measured in terms of college or
high school grades#

However, some students expressed a

desire to enter an occupation or major field of study in
which tholr grades were below average#

An example of such

a ease was the student who wished to become an engineer,
but who had considerable difficulty passing the required
math courses#

The student in question subsequently chtuiged

his major to another field of study after realising that he
could more advantageously utilize his abilities in another
field.
jReadinR material#

A student's intarest in his par

ticular field Is reflected in most cases in the amount of
extra reading (reading beyond course requirements) which he
does In his field of interest.

It was discovered that stu

dents who expressed an intense interest in tneir chosen
fields also said tnat they had done considerable additional
(that is, in addition to scnool assi^^piuints) reading in
connection with their ciiosen field.

It is tills writer's
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contention that ench students are better @qulp%,ed to make
realistic occupational choices because tney are more Inter
ested in one field tLan in any other, as evidenced t)irou(^h
their reading, and because they are better ec<.^ualnted with
this one field than are those students .ho have not done
compereble reading.
17,

^IK a XCIAL ZACTOdh

Gome students attending college must support them
selves in addition to performing the normal duties of a
college student.

Fcr some, this demands that they earn

enough money each quarter to fully support themselves while
attending college.

Many students quit school for a few

quarters in order to find full time employment, save money,
and retiim to school under less fitu^ucial strata.

Usually

those students who are supported fully by their parents are
xmder less financial and, in some cases, subsequent emotional
pressure during their college years.
The amount of money which a student will be able to
earn in any chosen profession probably is a significant
factor for some in their ultimate choice of a major field
of study or occupation.

Just how important financial remu

neration was for these informants will

seen in subsequent

sections of this paper.*

*3ea pp. 88-93.
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îtoney rrobl^^^tig.

F,ach interviewee was ask -d. if ht

any time during the course of his fcrr-sl schooling: rinsjncisl
matters could become a difficulty for him,

Ad^dttedly, the

informants could not be expected to predict the occurrence
of any unforeseen events which might cause fiaancial prob
lems for thez.

However, the puirpose of this ^iuesticn was

only to discover if the Informant wee knowingly facin^,, or
likely to face, any serious financial problems which, in
the extreme, could interfere with his college education
end/or his future career plans.

example of such a case

was the student who desired to become a doctor*

This stu

dent was faced with severe finencial problems as he was
self-suxjporting and admitted that his grades were suffering
because he did not have enough time to prepi,re adequately
for ills courses.

Eventually the student chejaged his major

to another field of study, realizing that his occupational
choice had been unrealistic in view of his financial prob
lems and average abilities*
There were twelve informants who had such severe
financial problems that they were working full time in addi
tion to going to school.

These students were taking between

five end ten credits each quarter and consequently did not
plan on graduating from college in Iwsa than five years.
This appeared to be one means of handling one's financisl
problems end at the seme time pursuing one's occupational
desires*

One student expressed this view quite freely:
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Are you currently working?

/.never% Tee, I work at Treasure State ^^quipuent now,
I started there in July and I worked full time and I
went to school all summer end I was ^oin^ on the money
X made. At the time it was ten hours a day all through
summer and so then when I ©tsx’ted out here this fall,
they cut me down to half a day end I go one to five and
then I work on Saturdays.
..uestion; Taen flnaucial matters are a problem for
you while you are going to school?
Answert Well, I don't like to think they are, I
feeX~very pleased now. At the time I was out of a job,
it was quite a strain on me mentally. I'm not used to
depending, I live with s-nother girl. _'he just recently
bought this house, and she helped me and then X have
friends that send me a little bit of money. My folks
haven't helped me, Hy father isn't living and so the
financial side of it, the first quarter r was out here
I was really under a strain financially because I
didn't. I'm usee to having an incoma.
.uestion; <vill financial matlers interfere with
your graduation from college?
Answer: 2*o, X don't think so because I'm not going
to let them* I mean, if I have to wash dishes. I'm
going to get through, dut the job that I have now,
taey promised me, in fact taey didn't want to hire me
because I was going to school. They wanted someone
that t..ey felt would be there end I told them taat it
would surely be five years and maybe even six. But I
feel that I can make it through in five#
question:
supply V

r.'hat per cant of your own support do you

Answer: All of it. X feel that X put a lot more
into it because w.ien I pay the money here, why I really
put everything that I have into it.
In order to obtain more i n f o r m a t i o n regarding the financial

standing of the informants, they were all ashed if they
were currently employed and what, if any, percentage of
their own support they supplied.
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Tiie author dlacoverod that approxiciftely one half of
the interviewees, with the exception of the seolors, were
having financial problfns.

Tone seniors intei'viewed

rei lied that t:.ey hod hod finoucial %'rebleus in ^ rêvions
years, but were now so near graduating that they no longer
considered financial natters inport©nt enough to interfere
with their college education*

One senior student exiresaed

this view*
,uestion: At o.i-y time during the c o m se of your
formal schooling could financial matters become a diffi
culty for you?
Answer* Yf)s. Tot now though.
I'm too close to the end now.

Sut they have been.

This Iziformation accounts for the relatively small percent
age (fourteen per cent) of seniors having financial problems
as seen in the following table.

T A 3 i r . XI

HTUIiLETS WHO HAVE FINANCIAL PROBLEMS on wHO HAVE NC
Fin?.HCIAL IROBLj HA, B x GRAPE OP INFORMANT
Grade

Problems
Per Cent
Number

No iroblems
Per Cent
Number

Senior

14;:,

3

S6;«

12

Junior

39/Ù

10

41%

7

Sophomore

50:6

9

9

Freshman

4^;^

9

12

31

40

Total
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It was also Tound that .aovB men then women said they
had financial problems.

Fifty-six per cent (twenty-four)

of the men and twenty-five per cent (seven) of the v/omea
said they had financial problems.

Ip&^rliz.^ also found data

to this effect.*
Salery«

Come students said that their particular

choice of an occupation was made primarily because of the
generous salary and high social status which accompanied
employment in such a position.'^

However, other interviewees

said they would have m&de the same occupational choice
regardless of financial remuneration.

Undoubtedly, the

amount of money which a student can objectively expect to
earn in his chosen occupation influences some students to
choose one occupation rather tnan another*

Cne student said

that he thought he would like to be a lawyer because of the
high social statue attributed to such persons and the more
than adequate income possible in such a field*

Sut when

questioned about his acquaintance with the law profession,
he admitted that he knew very little about this field.

In

such a case, where the student has chosen on occupotion

•Sparling, p. 76*
Jean Lewis Jacoby, The ICel&tlonelilp of O c cupa—
tional Irystipe of Lcaderrlc Fielcs to oelection of College
Fîa'3'orT (Uhp uS 1 f sEed làat er *s ’iheeis , h 6 n'tana" L t’a t e Üniver—
sityî' Misjoula, Montana, 1957) f o r a discussion of college
students* ©election of careers with occupational prestige.
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merely becauee of the t^enerous ef^lory erd hi^h eoolol status
attributed to that piofeselou and without havlujr any knowledc,® of the deLionoe, rewards, re<.ulreL*^nts, and oipcrtunities In that j,rofession, this writer regards thm occui-stional
choice or choice of a

field of study as unrealistic*

Kach interviewee was asked how i*uch money he

ould

exiect to earn the first, second, and fifth yfare in his
chosen ircfessloi •

Those students who ©xi res&ed an intense

interest in ecrnin^; much money, but wtso had no kn-wleclt^e of,
or Incorrect information about how much money they could
ex;©ct to earn the first, second, and fifth years in their
chosen fields, were considered, in this ©enoe, unreelistic
in their choices of major fields of study or rutiure occupa
tions*

Cne freshman student expressed this lack of realism*

.-uesticn ; .hot factor has been no at influential in
your choice of a major field of study?
An-swer* If I like it end if I cen do it well*
naturally money has been pretty important*

But

luegtton t lio'vt Eiuoh money would you expect to earn
the first year in the field of psycaoloey?
Answer I I £,uess the money is pretty good* hut I
imagine, well I don't know that much about it yet, so
I really couldn't say.
V#

Â*

«>«i* if

%
*"'j,

JL."

i * **# ' •

A few of the interviewees expressed ep^.rehensiona
about theii* parents* reactions to their choices of major
fields of study or future occupations.

<*hen asked how
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their parents had reacted to their choices o£ major fields
of study, however, most of the students replied that their
parents allowed them to freely mshe an occupational choice
end in no manner attempted to influence them in that choice#
But, in those few cases in which the Informants answered
that their parents were attempting to influence them to
enter a particular field of study, the author observed one
of the following consequences ;
(1) V.hen the student himself desired to enter the
same occupation which his parents wished him to enter, the
student seemed to he more interested in and certain that
his choice of an occupation was one in which he would he
satisfied.
(2) When the student desired to enter a field other

than that field which his parents wanted him to enter, the
student was doubtful that his choice of an occupation was
one in which he would be completely satisfied.
It is proposed that in cases in which the student
feels uncertain that he will be satisfied with the occupa
tional ciioice which be has made, in this respect he has
made an unrealistic choice of an occupation,

further elab

oration and interpretation of this observation will be
presented in a subsequent section of this paper*•
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wlien ciLOOsing an occupation one auat ask oneself:
"what kind of p a r s o n ara 11c**
Interests?"

" ^hat are m y abilities and

"In what p o sition c a n I m a k e most use of t h e m ? "

Donald £• Super says:
Tracing the process of making a vocational choice
and adjusting to on occupation is, essentially, tioscrib—
ing two processes'*-that of developing a picture of the
kind of person one is, and that of trying to moke that
concept a reality#1
From childhood on, a person begins to develop this self—
concept, but some individuals are able to make this concept
explicit at on earlier ago trian others.

Haking en occupa

tions! choice is only one means of making this self-concept
explicit, but this paper will deal only with the process of
occupational decision making.

Because not every individual

has developed on image of what kind of a person he wants to
be at a given age, not every person Is able to make an occu
pational choice st a given point in time.

Choosing an occu

pation requires that one choose to attempt to become "this
kind of a person" rather tnan "that kind of a person."

Come

^Donald k. kuper, "Vocational Adjustment: Implement'
iuK: a Celf-ConceptOccutstions U^ovember. 1^51). Volume
^0, p. 69.
-^7-
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students ere unable to make permanent occupational choices
during their college years because they have not developed
concepts of "what kinds of persons they want to be."
this connection Super seysî

In

"In choosing en occupation one

is. In effect, choosing a means of implementing a selfp
concept."
I-

BAS^IOROUim

The "kind of person one wants to be" depends a great
deal upon one's background.
the students* parents?

What are the occupations of

Have the students been Influenced

in their occupational choices by their parents* occupations?
How much education have one's parents had?

What effect, if

any, does one's parent's education have upon one's future
occupational choice?
strain?

Is the student under any financial

When did the student make his occupational choice?

What kind of college grades does the student receive?"

The

above questions were asked of each interviewee in an effort
to determine what significance, if any, these background
factors may have on their choices of major fields of study
or future occupations.^

Their responses will be presented

in the following pages.
^Super, p. 92.
"Freshman students were asked what kind of grades
they received in nifch. school.
%
^3ee Interview aoide in appendix.
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It is important to know when the

student made the particular occupational choice he has
made.

£11 Ginsberg points out that early choices ere more
/I
stable than recent occupationel choices*
The student who

has chosen a particular occupation at an early age and who
has taken courses over an extended period of time in prep
aration for entrance into that occupation is less likely to
change his occupational choice than is that student who
only recently made his particular occupational choice.
£ven if the student should become dissatisfied with his
occupational choice, he is less likely to change occupa
tions after spending considerable time, money, and energy
preparing himself for a particular position, than is the
student who has not had such expenditures.
The author found that among her Interviewees there
were very few who had made a permanent occupational choice
at a young age.

Most of the informants had made numerous

occupational choices before choosing their present fields
of study.

However, those informants who had made their

present occupational choices at a young age told this
writer that they were certain that they would be satisfied
with the choice they had made end that they were not likely
to change major fields of study.

One student expressed

this view quite wells

^Ginaberg, pp. 27-28.
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Questionî WTiy have you chosen nursing as a possible
future career?
Answers Well, ever since Ï was little I*ve always,
I just, my mother’s a nurse for one thing, I don’t
think that really has an awful lot to do with it* She
never pushed me or anything. It’s just that, I don’t
know. I ’ve always been interested in it very much,
questiont
0th ®r ’f io13 ?

Did you ever consider going into some

Answer; Well yes, but there’s always money involved,
1 mean doctors and vets, there’s a lot of school, eight
years,
question: Did you ever consider going into a field
that was not connected to medicine in seme wa^î
Answer; Ko, not that I remember,
V.uestion; Ara you likely to change your choice of a
major field of study?
Answer; No, definitely not. If things turn out the
way I hope they will, I ’ll be very satisfied with
nursing.
This Information is presented in the following table; it
will also be seen that almost one half of the informants
did not believe that they would be more than moderately
satisfied with their chosen occupations.

Judging from the

responses of the Informants, it was concludad thst this
lack of satisfaction with their chosen fields of study
occurred primarily because the students felt uneur©

03

to

whether or not they would actually be working in oocu%,etions
with which they would be satisfied.
absence of on-the-job experience.

They clearly felt the
One senior student major

ing in sociology said:
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;:uestlon; How eatlsXied do you think you will be
with til© occupational choice you have aadsf
^ s w e r s I would say, well her© again It’s really,
that *a a hard question to answer until actually you *ve
had soue ©xpex-iance la the field. But 1 think I would
like It quite well. I wouldn't any I'd be extremely
satisfied, that's a little silly to say at this tine.

XIX

SrUhlNTX wuG HXjS. llAliE EA

OR nUOU:NT OCCUV.ATlCIhJL, CHOICES
PhGHHH 0? SATI.C F A O X l O r * WITH TH^IR OxiOICES AND WiiETHER
OR KOÎT TU LX WIEL CHARGE OCCUPmTIONAE CHOIGmS
,

How Satisfied
Very
^ Ho.
Uarly
choice

1 1 /v

Recent
Choice

20.Ù 14

Total

5i;^ 22

Moder
ately
% Ho*

Hot at
all
^ Ho*

will Change Occupation
Yes
No.

a

49> 35

ColleTg grades.

Ho
^ ho

Do Not
Enow
H No*

*

11;6 a

epiMM*

wmwm

20> 14

25,0 Id

40A 23

24^ 17

20/O 14

2%b 13

51m 56

24-> 17

In dlacuaalncj academic ‘^radea

J.

Cparllag saya :
Those who con© to college with sona definite aim,
giving the question of a life career and of their fit
ness therefor© serious consideration, and who kept their
aims In mind, made definitely superior scholastic
records. Those on the other hand who have no such pur
pose made distinctly lower records.!)

%parllng, p. 69#
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It was found that there was some relation between the stu
dent's grades in college and/or h l ^ school and his interest
in and satisfaction with aia particular occupational choice.
From the information obtained from the informants, it is
debatable whether the students became satisfied with tr.eir
choices of major fields of study because tiiey received
above average grades in their fields, or whether the stu
dents received above average grades la their particular
fields because they were more interested in those fields
and thus more satisfied with their choices,

however the

author found that those students who had a "B” average or
better in college and/or high school expressed a high degree
of interest in and satisfaction with their chosen fields
more often than did those students who received lower grades.
Judging by the varied responses of the informants, it
was concluded that there is a mutually dependent relation
between academic grades end satisfaction with and interest
in one's chosen profession.

It will also be seen in the

following table* that those students who said they were
never more tlian moderately interested in or satisfied with
their chosen fields of study also received below average
grades (maintained less tiicn a '’CJ" overage) in college
(high school for f r e s h m e n ) L . J. Sperling's research
•See p, 65*^However, it
J must be admitted that these informants
merely said they were never szove than moderately interested
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•“65—
also corroborates this hypothesis*^

TABL6 XIII
B X T X iïxn siOAD::::io g h ^ x x ;:,

c o B x x L / .T i c z r

iii

CCCUPAncX-iL C'.iCICi, AKD SATISFACTION SITH
OCCU.PATIÛK/SL CH0IC3

Interested in Occupation
Very
%
Above aver
age grades
Average
grades

27a 19
——

hO.A 23

Very

Moder hot at
ately
all
No. ■,i No. A No

1.

1

15

9

5/6 4-

Iv

1

7a

5

ISA 15

41)6 29

iiA

a

5

5A

2

—

7/6

5

49W» 55

11/a

a

52a 22

9

Below aver
age grades —
Total

Moder Not at
all
ately
No. % No. X ho.

Satisfied «ith Choice

57Â 26
7Â

—

5À

2

49;^ 55

I9a 14

•The %ord "correlation” is not here employed as a
statistical term, but rather, as a term meaning "a close or
mutual relation." See -.vabster*3 Hew World Lictlonar.y. Hew
lorki She orlC Publishing Company,
p. '3p^*
Parents* education.

One of the factox‘s which

J.

Sparling employs in his study as a taeasux'e of realism is
the degree to which the educational background of the stu
dent*» parents coincides with the educational level required

in their chosen fields of study. It is possible that this
was just an excuse for being poor students.
^Sparling, p. S9.
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for entrance into the student*a chosen occupation,

Sparling

found that those students who had family backgrounds favor
able to advanced education were tLore successful, as measured
by grz^des, in college than tiios® students who hod education
ally unfavorable backgrounds.

However, the present author's

findings do not support Sparling*s contention.^

On the con

trary, the author found that a largo proportion of her
Informants who had educationally unfavorable backgrounds had
so far received above average grades in college,

fha author

also found that many of the students had completed or
expected to complete more schooling than their parents had
completed.
However, these conclusions may be open to error;
since the informants were college students it may be argued
that these results are not typical of other young persons.
It is by no means proposed that the answers of the inform
ants represent a uniform response of all yoimg persons.
the contrary, it ia

p o s s ib le

On

thot if high school students

were Interviewed the reseaxvîher would find results eitailar
to those of r'.perllng*® research.

There is the possibility

that the majority of high school students with unfavorable
educational backgrounds do not enter colie e find thus, that
only thoee exceptional students who had gone on to college

^C-ee Table XXV on pp. 65-67.
^.:ee Table XTV^ on p. 66.
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despite educationally unfavorable backgrouade were inter
viewed*

:iowever# since only college students were inter

viewed* it is beyond the scope of this research paper to
comment further upon the validity of the above propositions,
It nust therefore reiaaia for furtuer researchers to elab
orate on this theory.

.ay®
'%^ i-il^
W
V-1 *jfc*JLW 1jÈh ^ >l'
f■
J*
L%w.*■-:.li

Parents* :£ducation
Graduate *crk

otudents * Grade Averages
A—
B+
3
3Qy
C
C—
1

iJ.A. Degrco
Some College

t.
nA'#
CTUD.pr».-A

..DUG.ATIGN
A’
/^lAGhS

1

High School Diploma

2

1

a

2

1

1

4

1

Come Hi%h School

2
6

2

4

2

4

2

9

2

1

?

1

—

2

1

Come Grade hchool

—

1

1

1

11

25

12

2
•^eo

10

5

Cjf,
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3
1

Grade c^chool Diploma

Total

2

6

—u6 -"

ttf
XDUCXT1C23 A:;J1;

1:3 CCI

Peurent5* education

''f* H

■. W .c:;ts *
r

C tudant a* 1 ear in College
4
1
2
3

Graduate Cork

h

2

3

B.A. Degree

*4

6

3

Coae College

5

P

4

1

High School Diploma

5

7

3

6

.vome high School

1

2

1

1

Grade School Diplona

2

1

1

Cone Grade School

2

1

21

IS

17

13

Total
»
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t a 3l

C O ia S L ;.T IC N "

::

ri . H c T f T B '

;:::)UCATIC'N / I f D

m-'* i;'•' ,CT TO GOMi-h
5TUL: ,‘■
•y

3C L C A T IC I:

-utr ^

Par enta*

xlducefcicn

Education Students .
ibcpect to Complete
2 yra. 3 yrs. 3.Â. i'i*A • nb.3.
Ph.r

Graduate Work

3

2

2

10

1

5

7

3

1

13

1

Gome Hitsh School

3

2

Grade School Diploma

3

1

Gome Grade School

3

3*A. Pe^ree

30iHe vol-le^e

2

Ilisjii 3chool Diploma

Total

2

—

4^9

10

*3ee p, 6^*
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2

2

6

4

--65-*

nomy. probleas*

Am has been stated previously,

finanoiaX factors play an Important role in the student•©
choice of a major field of study or future occupation.
Since lack of financial support during one's college years
may cause a student to choose one field of study rather than
another, it is significant that finances play an integral
role in the manner in which the student chooses to implement
his self-concept.

The following is only one example of a

student who, after developing a concept of himself and
choosing an occupation to implement that self-concept, was
forced by lack of finances to choose another occupation or
field of study and develop a new self-concept accordingly.
iuestlonî what was your major when you were going
to schoolin Wyoming?
Answer » I-re-msd •
Iu@StionI

why did you choose this field?

Answer; Well, I had this, I don't know why, I would
Imagine that it was a childish dream, you know, being
the great humanitarian and taking nothing in return,
and I came to college and I was rudely awakened; in the
first place, I had too many extracurricular activities
and I found out that financially just anybody doesn't
go through medical school; I mean I just couldn't make
it financially, and X thinlc that was the first realisa
tion; end then perhaps as I progressed furtner into the
year, I really got to wondering if it was really worth
it; 1 mean if I would really be happy and satisfied in
that particular field, if I would be a good doctor or
not, and I thought that I wouldn't, so therefore I
thought there's no use continuing in the medical pro
fession.

pp.
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According to previou®

r®8«archers*^^ students pay little attention to their
father's occupations when making an occupational choice.
However, it was found that most of the informants had chosen
careers which ranked higher socially and intellectually than
their fathers **

These students said they had paid attention

to their fathers' occupations and had consequently chosen
careers which ranked higher socially and intellectually than
their fathers'*

Sparling also notes this differancei

"There is a wide social gap between vocations chosen by stu12
dents and vocations engaged in by their fathers."
It was found that more than one half of the inform
ants said they had been influenced, either positively or
negatively, by their fathers* occupations.

One student

expressed this quite candidly:
•ueetlon: Has your father's choice of an occupation
influenceà you in any manner in your occupational choice?
Answer; Veil, yes it did, but in a way, not that
you would think. Ily father is from Korth Dakota end he
only got through the eighth grade. He had to take over
end work at home on a farm and he didn't have a chance
for an education, so be went to barber school and he's
making just e n o u ^ money, and this has shown me defi
nitely how valuable an education is*
Question 2 Have your parents tried to influence you
in your choice of an occupation?
Answers Well, I've always been on my own, to make
my own decisions and do whatever I felt was best, but
my mother did pressure me to get a job that paid well.

p. 22.

^^Hparling, p* 2$.
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because she knows how it is; she*s had to go to work
because my father doesn't «.ake enough and even with
both of them working $ we don't really have enough; and
I can see her point* that she would want me to got a
job that paid well.

TABLi; xr
PAHEîrfS* OCCUIATICM3 WlilCH KAVh OB HAV£ NOT JîïFhül£HCEÛ
STUSBKTO* CCCUFATIO:iAL CHOICES, BX GBAB3 0? INFO&MAMT
Parent's Occupation
Influenced Choice
Number
Per Cent

Grade

Parent's Occupation Has
Not Influenced Choice
Number
1er Cent

Senior

75^

11

27%

4

Junior

41E

7

59%

10

Sophomore

72>i

15

20%

5

Freshman

52%

11

48%

10

Total

59%

42

41%

29

II,

CCNFLXCT

In the process of making an ultimate choice of a
major field of study or occupation, the student is some
times thwarted in his attempt to choose an occupation which
is compatible with his self-concept,

A vagueness in response

on the part of some interviewees served as an indication
that the student had, as yet, been unable to make an occupa
tional choice*

For example, when asked what branch of his

field the student wished to enter, some stuuents vaguely
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r«plied that they really could not aay at this point because
they really were not sure what fields they would eventually
enter,

Gometlmes an unfavorable parental reaction toward

the student's present occupational choice causes conflict
between the student's desire to enter a certain field and
the student's loyalty to and confidence in his parent's
judgment*

Such conflict causes the student to delay making

an occupational choice and could, in the extreme, cause him
to make a choice with which he would be dissatisfled*

One

student who appeared to have made an occupational choice
with which she was dissatisfied had this to says
Questions Have any particular individuals influenceà you In your choice of a future occupation?
Answers Well, In education, &y parents mode it all
but a, they actually forced me into it* I mean, they
gave me a choice* It was either college with education,
or I put myeelf through* I'm sure I could have talked
then out of it, but I didn't want to* I have too liuch
respect for my parents*
questions If you had not gone into the teaching
profession, how would your parents have reacted?
Answers They would have been upset* I know they
would have gotten over it and they would have consented*
1 could have gotten out of it* But after 1 got into
the field, hating it as I do, I realized their wisdom
and actually I could see it at the time, but I just
hated education courses * But I'm sure I could have
gotten out of it if I'd really wanted to*
In any esse, the student's progress towards making his occu
pational identity a reality is retarded when occupational
conflicts arise*
Vaf?:uene83 in re8T;onse*

Assuming that the student
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""72"*

has understood the '^.uesticn, a vagueness in his response
indicates that he is undecided about his answer.'*

Such

indecision may be caused by any number of factors among
which this writer was able to discover the followingj
(1) the student had not yet chosen a major field of study
and therefore had no definite career plans? (2) the student
had not yet chosen a

eelml branch of his field and thus

had made no definite career plans; (5) the student was not
well enough acquainted with his field to mau.e any definite
career plans? (4) the student had not seriously considered
even making an occupational choice; (p) the student made an
occupational choice but had since discarded it for some
reason, and had not been able to make another choice,

/duong

those students who were characteristically vague in their
response® to the writer*® questions, it was concluded that
such vagueness occurred for one of the above reasons.
parentel reaction to choice.

The reaction of the

student's parents to hi® choice of a major field of study
has a significant influence on his ultimate choice of an
occupation.

Xhls writer found that those students who had

chosen field® of study to which their parents objected, or
to which their parents voiced no opinion, were more likely
to change their fields of study than were those students
*Cf course it is always possible that the informent
did not want to answer the question for pereo-al reasons,
and was therefore undecided about his answer even though such
indecision was not related to hi® occupational decisions.
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who had parental approval of their chosen fields of study.»
The informants gave two reasons why their parents
did not support their chosen fields of study:

(1) The

parents wanted the student to enter hi® father^e profession.
Conseq,uently, when the student chose another field of study#
the parents tried to persuade him to enter the field in
which his father was engaged.

(2) The parents did not

think that the student had chosen a field with which he
would be satisfied.

Xa their estimation of the student*®

abilities and es:;irations# he was not suited for the field
which he had chosen*

They# therefore# attempted to dissuade

him from entering that profession.

TABLE

XVI

PAHEIÏTS* ATTITUDE ^HICH HAVE OR HAVE KOI lîîFLUhECc.L
LTUDZNTa TO CH;Jt3E OCOÜPATIGKAL CHOICEC,
3 X ORALE OF IIÏF C id lA H T

Parents' Attitudes

Influence on Students* Choices
will Hot Change
Likely to Change
Major
Major
Per Cent
Number
Per Cent
Humber

Approved

36

Disapproved
Lid Not Care
Total

•See Table

a VI

2

2

18;;

13

8^

6

17%

12

62^

44

38,;

27

on p. 73*
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In cases in which the student lacks parental support
for his chosen field of study, the student encounters a con
flict between his desire to m%ke liis own occupational deci
sions unhampered by parental wishes, and his confidence in
the judgment of his parents*

The following is an example of

such conflict*
Question: Wliy have you chosen physical education as
a major field of study?
Answer: Well, I was real active in athletics in high
school"and in junior high, end I thoughtit*d be, 1
wanted to become a coach, so that's when I chose health
end r.Z.
Cuestlon;
otherTîêïS?
Answer:

Did you ever consider going into some
Xes, business administration.

Question: Why did you decide to major in P*i£. rather
than business administration?
AnswerI Well, because I'd rather be a coach then go
into Suainess•
Question ; What particular things about business
admlais trail on appealed to you?
Answer: Well, probably the insura.ice, probably the
selling of insurance because my father is in that field*
See* I'm going to minor in business and if I don't
finish up in F.S* that's what I'll go into— business ;
that's all I've been around* My father's always been
selling insurance. so I'm just expected to go Into his
business; he didn't want me to major in P.E*
The above is a very good example of the following quote from
Becker and Carper:
Analysis Indicates that conflict does not necessarily
occur in assuming an occupational identity* When
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coniTllct does occur, it centers aroimd disperiti|s
between parental and occupational exp ec tat ions,
Making occupational identity a reality.

In the pre

ceding sections the author pointed out a few examples in
udiich students were unable to make their original occupa
tional choices realities.
that:

Donald C:uper has pointed out

"In choosing an occupation, one is, in effect,

choosing a means of implementing a self-concept."^*^

when

one has developed a concept of himself end cliosen an occu
pation to implement this self-concept, he has still to make
this occupational identity a reality.

Occupational con

flict arises when one is unable to make his occupational
identity a reality,

when one has chosen en occupation which

he is unable to make a reality, he must reconstruct the pic
ture he has of the kind of person he wants to be; only tlien
will he be able to make another occupational choice and
thereby implement his new self-concept.

As will be seen in

Chapter VI, for some students, developing s new occupational
concept poses quite a problem.

^^üocker and Cax*per, p. 55»
^^Super, p* 92#
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eiAPTd V
5TUDE5I6 WHO HAVE HADE EBALlsriO CH ÜHEEALISÎIG
OCCUPATIONAL CHCIC.L6
The process of choosing an occupation and then making
that occupational concept a reality requires essentially
that the student be aware of his own capabilities and the
requirements of that occupation which he has chosen*

A per

son may become aware of the particular dem^oids of an occupa
tion in many ways, some of which are:

reading material

connected to that occupation; discussing occupational
requirements with persons employed in that field; working
In one*# chosen field*

As will be discussed later in this

chapter, the author found that those students who expressed
dissatisfaction with their chosen fields of study were more
likely to change their occupations to fit their values^
than to change their values to fit their occupations*
Making one's occupational concept a reality depends
greatly upon the degree to which one's aspiration level Is
compatible with one's probable actual level of achievement*
As will be discussed later la this chapter, it was found
that the majority of the underclass students had not yet
made the distinction between their aspiration level and the

^Lee pp* 7—8.
-76-
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-77l$val which tiiey could probably expect to achieve.

Cne

example of this is easily seea in the case of the student
who chooses to major in a field in which his grades are
extremely low.

However» it was discovered that most upper-

class student© had made this distinction.

The presentation

and interpretation of these data will follow In another
section of this chapter.
Based on the information obtained from the students
Interviewed » tiiis author has drawn a conclusion si.ailar to
that of Rm M. Stephenson to the effect that both upperclass
and underclass students disregard career possibilities when
making occupational choices. 2

One factor employed in

attempting to determine the amount of thinking the student
had done concerning the career possibilities available in
his chosen field was;

"Had the student developed a plan of

entry into his chosen field?”

It was found that a large

number cf students (forty-one per cent) had not even con
sidered wnat they would do after graduation from college.^
Another factor employed in attempting to determine
whether the student had made the distinction between hia
aspiration level and hia probable actual level of achieve
ment was financial remuneration.

Had the student made the

distinction between his aspired earnings and his probable
actual earnings?

^Hee p. 22.

Ihos© students who expected to earn more

p. 39.
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money than other perocns jnat be^rlnnlng In the sar;.e profeeelon were actually eernixij^, were
made this distinction.

regarded as having notyet

Just how Importent the students

said financial remuneration was for them will he discussed
later In this chapter.
I.

CAFABILITIJ:^ AKD Krv^UIki:ilH;ïîï3 OW OCCUPATION

Determining the requirements of one's chosen occupa
tion obviously requiresthat one have some

acquelntanc©

with the field in whichhe plans to work.

After determining

those duties which one must perform in his chosen field, one
must decide whether or not he has the ability to fulfill the
demands of hie chosen occupation.

Working in one's chosen

field, reading material In that field, and discussing one's
chosen occupation with professionals In that field are all
means by which a person may evaluate his suitability for a
chosen occupation, end are therefore step© toward making an
occupational concept a reality.
Working: In one's field.

The Informants said that

working in their chosen fields was one of the most adequate
means of becoming acquainted with their fields and thereby
evaluating their fitness for those particular occupations•
Howes and Platte also found data to this effect:
In the opinions of the students, liking & particular
subject, observing people working in the job, and
actual working conditions wore of much greater Influence
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than other factors; th^so are major factors which InXlueac® occupational choices*^
Eowaver, it must be admitted that, in some cases, a lowlevel job asy not teach one much about his field*

For

example, correcting examination papers does not teach one
much about the teaching profession*

But, judging from the

responses of the informants, it is concluded that, in most
cases, working in one's field, even in a low-level position,
offers one the opportunity to learn more about his field
than he otherwise would*

Granted, one may not l e a m about

his field on-the-job in a low-level position, but he may
learn by observing other professionals at work and through
discussion with fellow workers*

One junior majoring in

chemistry expressed this views
questions khet work have you done, either on a full
time or a part time basis, which has contributed to your
knowledge of your field?
Answers I worked at Continental Oil Refinery in
Denver as a tester in a lab* i’his is just minor work in
chemistry, I mean you run distillations and things like
that. But, it still ac^^uaints me more with procedures
in which they go about it. But other than that, I
haven't done any more.
'.questions has this work an added incentive for you
to go on in the field of chemistry?
Answer: Well, not this work because a moron could
have done it. And the work they have you do, the same
thing Cay in and day out for weeks on end. And so any
body can do it after a period of time, although a few

^V* Howea and D. ilatte, "Choicea They Xîake,** Xndustriel Arts and Vocational Education. Volume A-3 (RoveaberV
------------------------------
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can catch on faster. But« I ’ve talked It (the field)
over with chemists where I worked. They’ve cot a few
chemists there. I ’ve talked to them ahout different
advancements and thing like that. And this has been
an added incentive for me.
Those students who had had some temporary or part
time employment In their chosen fields told this writer
that, through such on—the—job training,, they were able to
definitely determine whether or not they believed they had
chosen a field in which they would be satisfied and, to
taelr minds, successful.

On the basis of such temporary

employment, they consequently either changed their majors
to another field in which they believed they would be more
satisfied, or they continued on in their chosen field
assured that they had made an occupational choice which
they would not regret.
■Discugsion with professionals♦

Kot all students

have an opportunity to accept pert time or temporary employ
ment in their major fields of study.

In view of this cir

cumstance, such students must rely upon other means of
becoming acquainted with their chosen occupations.

One

method employed by the interviewees was to gain acquaintance
by discussion of one’s occupation with professionals
employed in one’s chosen occupation.

Although this method

is necessarily abstract and therefore gives the student
only a second hand view of the actual working conditions he
will encounter on-the-job, it does give him a general
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plcttixe of u'hat ht?

v/Iiezi h© does acoepb a p^rzüa-

nsnt position in his choosn fi®ld* and la thereby valuable
to that extent.
Amount of reedinf^.

Another naans of bacoming better

acquainted with one's chosen field of study ie by reading
material in one's field.

Althou^ the same objections

be raised against this means of acquaintIng oneself with
one's field as were raised against discussion with profes
sionals in one's chosen field# nevertheless, such a method
is valuable in so far as it gives the student more Informa
tion concerning his field than he would otherwise have.
Also# as was stated in an earlier section of this paper#
the amount of reading which the student has done in his
chosen field is an indication of his interest in that field.*
ChaniTln>^ occu->atlon3 to fit velues.

It was found

that those students who expressed dissatisfaction with their
chosen occupations were more likely to change their occupa
tional choices to fit their values than they were to change
their values to fit their occupational choices,

flcwever#

it must be admitted that those students who were interviewed
merely aald that they intended to change their choices of
major fields of studyj whetlier they actually did change
majors cannot be determined by this study since this author
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follow up interviews*

It nust reæin* there

fore* for future researchers to determine the valldit-y of
thle hypothesis*

The following table shows the number of

students who eacpressod dissatisfaction with, their chosen
fields of study and those who said they were planning to
change majors*
*■ “t* *•'* '-V- ,

/.%fI

COhEZhiTIOIT*
vTUDZZTTd* hI:'5ATI3?AOTlO:7 \I?:I PlhhP Cf
Si'bJDÏ AhD CTUDhZJTd* PLATS TO CHAHOL flLLD Of STUDY*
3X GIL'iDZ Cf IJ:fC‘Id2Ad:T
Dissatisfied With
Field of Study
Per Cent
Number

Grade

Senior

13T^

Junior

Plans to Change
Field of Study
Number
Per Cent

2

13%

2

3

18^%

3

Sophomore

2fS%

5

28%

3

Freshman

^37»

9

4-3%

9

Total

26:%

19

26%

19

•Lee p* G5*

It is easily seen that every student who said he was dissat
isfied with his major field of study also said he was plan
ning to change majors*

It will be noted that dissatisfaction

with one's choice of a major field of study occurred more
often among the underclass students*

This phenomenon may

have occux^red because those persona who* as underclass
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students,

dl&satlsfled with, their chosen occultations,

quit school oefore becoruiner ui'perclems students,

hovevex’,

it mîsii’' have occux*red because the upperclass students had
been more realistic in tlieir occupational choices thwn the
underclass students, and thus there were fewer upperclass
students who exi>ress6d dissatisfaction with their choices
of major field© of ©tud^/#

Sine® m&ny of the upperclass

students said they had originally made occupational choices
with wlilch they were dissatisfied, but had now chosen a
major field of study with, which they were pleased, this
writer concluded that this phenomenon was caujsed by a com
bination of the above factors.
II.

ACPISATlCZi LhTuL AND IhGBABDZ ACTUAD
I.£VE1 C? ACHlC7JJNj%?

In order to remain satisfied with one’s choice of an
occupation, one must achieve those occupational gosls which
one has set for oneself.

Too often a student will set his

goals unreasonably hlgî:.er thnjo he can realistically expect
to attain.

In such cases the student becomes dissatisfied

with his occupational choice and, in most cases, will choose
to change fields of study rather then lower his asplratlcns
to a level more ccmpatible with his probable actual level of
achievement •
Underclass students.

It was concluded that most of
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m ean,

c o u rs e s yo u

:

OZ/.,

V.-'.erf*T

‘

it.

I

';ly 'jnter—

efit»d, î^d say.
(t,.u«stlon; How satisfied do you think you will be
with
occupj-zt'ionRl choice you liave made?
■Aii-'^ver:

I

th in k

1 * 1 1 b(» r e a l

s a tls fle d

w ith

I t

cnce

1 get out 2 nd work* I*m kind of tired of school now,
but I thinlc It will b^ CZ whr^xx X*ei worklni^.
Cuestlon: Vlll you have any trouble jsecurirc a job
In your field?
Answer; Ho, nob at all. It's a very open field and
X think't can advance just about as f^»r as X want to.
If I work hard enough.
Uo'cerclgss students.

Judging from the responses of

the upperclass students. It was concluded that the majority
had made the distinction between their aspiration level and
their probable actual level of achievement.

These students,

for the most part, were majoring In fields In which, their
grades were above average.*

As has been stated earlier, good

grades arc not only an indication of one's ability in a
chosen field, but also are an Indication of one's interest
in one's courses.

The majority of these students also

exx>reosed a high degree of Intex'est In thooe couroos which
they ware taking or had already taken in tholr major fields
of study.

For these reasons, this author concluded that

'However, there were twelve studenta who had estab
lished "5" plua or better grade averages in all of their
courses# These inf cramants did well in all courses regardless
of Interest or major field of study. This group of students
was an exception, and on the basis of their grades alone, it
was not possible to conclude if they had made tlie distinc
tion between their aspiration level and their probable
actual level of achievement*
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aost of the upperclass students had correlated their
interests and their abilities when selecting those occupa
tions or major fields of study which they had chosen*

One

junior was particularly enthusiastic about her major;
w.uestiohî

how interested are you in your field?

Answers I'm very Interested in my major# I would
love to, say major specifically in Spanish and get some
sort of a job in Mexico or in the K>tato Department or
something like this, as an interpreter or anything of
tula nature, Dut this wouldn't bo sufficient, X maun
if X had a family, a job like this would have to come
first*
yuastlon; how satisfied ho you think you will be
with your chosen profession?
Answer: Well, I liked practice teaching and I
became very involved in it, I feel as if X will be
very happy because X lova being able to do thing® and
to be doing somothing really constructive and helpful
to someone. And X know since X enjoyed ay practice
teaching. I ’ll ba happy.
Career possibilities and occupational choices*

Many

persona cone to college for other than professional reasons,
As a result, their particular choice of a major field of
study is generally for non-profesaional reasons such aat
"My friends were majoring in this field so I chose it too."
"I chose this field because I heard it would be easier then
any other major,"

"Ily brother majored in this field end he

liked it, so I thought I would too."

as

a result, these

students have d-isregar'ded future career possibilities when
making their occupational choices,
B* ri, htepheason has pointed out that most students
do disregard future career possibilities when making
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occupational choices#

üe saye:

The distribution of occupational choices has very
little correspondence either to the national or local
distribution of job opportunities or to the father's
occupation*5
Each interviewee was asked if ha believed there was a great
demand for professionals in hia particular field of study*
A surprising number of students replied that they really
had not thought about it, but that they supposed there was
a great demandl

Also each student was asked what he planned

to do after graduation from college*

The majority of the

underclass students, partioulax'ly the freshmen, replied
that they supposed they would go to work like everyone else!
However, the upperclasa students, particularly the seniors,
had already begun formulating career plans and, in some
cases, had even secured permanent positions in their fields
following graduation*

But, those upperclasa students who

had recently changed majors were still uncertain as to their
future career plans and had not as yet developed a plan of
entry into their fields*

The following table will show the

relationship between early or recent choice of a major field
of study end;

(1) the student's plan of entry into hia

chosen occupations (2) his post-graduation plans, if any*

Jtephenuon, p.
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OÎABLE XVIII
lîrvom-ïiirrs w h g h a v ^ ca b a v x k o iiÂi: c f kî?t e ï irr-o t h ^'Ie
CïiCSFN
F X ïX îiC AÏÏL VIIO H A T F OH HaVH M O F Q O I-G E AFÜnX’IC N F L A H 3 *
BY EARLY CE H E C :% Y C H O IC E CF A MAJOH F IE L D CF STuD X
Have rien
of Entry
E
Ko.

ÎTo rian
of IDntry
Ko.

E<'?ve loet-Gred—
uatioa Xlens
E:
Ko.

ITo rosi;—Gradus tion Plans
E
Ko.

L&rly

choies

11^

S

—

—

llj»

Recent
cnoice

ô
53

Totel

31,«

36

49E 35

58E

4-1

—

—

4-p^

30

4.2E

30

It will bo seen that evoiy student who said he had nade an
early choice of a cejoz' field of study also said he had
developed a plan of entry into his clioeen field and had some
poet—ÉÿTaduatiou pltois in minû.

It will t.leo be seen that

forty-nine per cent (thirty—five) of the* infomcnts hx-d
developed no plcn. of entry into their fields, and for-ty—two
per cent (thirty) had nc i^cst-graduatlcn pis as.

It was

therefcxe concluded that alnost one ht If cf those colleg;©
students interviewed had, in this respect, disregarded
their futux'© cai’eer possibilities wixin ni-kin*^ cccupaticnal
choices.
Money.

Another ne&ns employed to determine whether

or not the students had made the distinction between ©epiration level and probable actual level of achlnvenant, woa
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rinancial remtmeratloa#

Each laformaat waa asked how much

money he expected to earn the first year la
field#

p.is

chosen

This figure was then compared to the a^^ount of money

persons working in that occupation the flrsv year actually
do earn.

If the student «quoted a fi^uz-e considerably

higher than one he could objectively expect to earn» it was
concluded that the student had not» in this respect » made
the disciiiction between his aspiration level and his prob—
able actual levwl of achiavemont.

,>.3

will bo seen in the

following table,* sixty—seven pex* cent iten)
informants

oil

the senior

ectod to earn the s.-no amount of money as

other persons nvw working in their cnosen fields,

üowever»

only twenty—ono per cent of the junior, sopkoaore c.nd fresh
man iafox'nunts expect-h to earn this amount#

only tnlrteen

per cent (two) of the senrors said tney did not ioacw how
much money they could ex*/act to © a m in tholr chosen fields»
but an average of fifty—four per cent of the junior, sopho
more, and fresnnan students responded in this munnex*.

It

was therefore concludod that, for t^o A#ost part, the senior
iiiXornanth nud, in this x'os*,oct, nude tiio distinction
between their aspiration level and tneir probable actual
level of achievemoiit#

fno junior, sophomore, and fros^uaan

6

huch interviewee was also asked where he expcoted
to work the first year in his field and allowcmcea were
made for the diffox*;^nc€s in salaries in différent parts of
the country.
*cS
-.e e p . 9 1 *
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Informante* for the most part* were not well enough Informed
ebout the financial asi^ects of their chosan fields to enable
tiie author to here draw & conclusion.
It was also found that* for the uout part* the male
informants e.xld they expected to earn more money In their
chosen fields ta«ui tlie women in&erviewees said they expected
to earn,

fwenty-^one per cent (nine) of the men said they

©xpecwed to eax*n more money than persona working in their
fields actually were earning#
in tills manner,

hone of the women responded

fwelve per cent (five) of the male inform

ants and eleven per cent (throe) of tnc women said they
expected to earn less than other professionals in their
fields*

fwenty-five per cent (eleven) of tiio non inud

thirty—nine per cent (eleven^ of the women said tnoy expected
to earn the same amount as others working in their fields
actually were earning#

forty-two per cent (eighteen) of

the non and fifty per cent (fourteen) of tiia women said they
hud no idea how much money tney could expect co oorn in
tiiair oho son fiolds*

hparling alao concluded tnat non

expect to earn more money tnun woman expact to earn in their
chosen fields.*

It appeared that the majority of the women

iaforiUunts did not know now much money tney
earn In their chosen ps'of©scions*

oxpoct to

do woven* of those women

who quoted an expected aalury* most (asventy-iuino

w'parlih^* p. 'If*
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L Ko.

Fields
/a UO.

Genior

2o:v

Ju/ilor

—

Sophomore

11:,

Freshman
Total

3

—

%

No

67::

10

13%

2

63%

11

12%

2

23%

4

2

17L,

3

22>^

h

1%;

4.

lh%

3

i?r:

h

1 5 :^

9

11%

8

31%

22

—

Do Not
Ljuow

9
48%

10

%

32

43

said thay expectad to earn approximately the sane as other
persona workings 1^^ their fields actually were earning.
One

aaks

"How Important la financial remnner—

atlon for college students?"

The mejox'lty of the students

expressed a desire to earn an above everaj^e salary, but
these students bed not made their particular occupational
choices only because fr^.ey believed they could earn a great
deal of money in that particular field.

On. the contrary,

most of the Informants said that financlml remuneration, as
a reason for choosing an occupation, wee eubcrdinato to the
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priciarx factors of interest end ability in a particular
field#
Those few students who placed greater enphnsis on
finenoiel factors as a reason fox* clioosing a particular
field of study were questioned nore intensely by the author
about their knowledge of xhe amount of money tney e^cpected
to earn in their chosen professions#

TLose students who

displayed a lacn of knowledge coneeming financial renuner—
at ion in thexr field, but who, at the same time, said the
financial factor Wi=J3 the most important i*easc*n tuey had
chosen their particular field, were re guarded as having been
unrealistic in their occupational ciioicea#

Unu'ealiatic

cnoicos, in this sense, were more commcn among the under
class students than among the juniox'S ox* seniors*

One soph

omore student displayed this lack of realism;
A.uestloh:
study V

how interested are you in your field of

Answeri Veil, I really don't know yet.
had anything to do with iï yet.

I haven't

wuestiohi how satisfied do you tiU-uk you will be
with tiie 'occupatioaal choice you have made?
/uiswer: I think 1*11 be real satisfied because
there Ha prestige that goes with it, along with a lot of
money.
Question; how much money would you expect to earn
the iXraT^aar in your cnosen field?
Answer; I really don't know that much about it to
say, but I know they make a lot of money.
The following chapter will give the reader an idea of just
how difficult it ia for soma studencs who, after having
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made one or more uzirealletic occupational choices, attempt
to make a realistic choice of an occupation*
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OCCUPATIONAL

CHOICE

Thoae Informant8 who aald they had come to college
for non-professional reasons also said that they had given
little or no thought to their future career plans and that
when choosing a major field of study, had not seriously
considered whether or not they wanted to work in that field
following graduation.

After further questioning, it was

concluded that such students had, as yet, developed no rel
evant self-concept*

In most cases they said they thought

they would be happy working in any number of fields, and
therefore, were not able to make any definite occupational
choice.

As Donald Super has pointed out, choosing an occu

pation is, in effect, choosing to be this kind of person
rather than that kind of person.^

Obviously, if one has

been unable to develop such an aspired concept of himself,
he will not be able to choose to be one kind of person
rather than another*
£*

J*

Sparling has discussed the theory that occupa

tional conflict causes one to delay making on occupational
choice*

Sparling says:

The great majority of students who had not chosen a
vocation had been thwarted in their real desires they
^D* E* Super, "Vocational Adjustments Implementing
a Self-Concept," Cccuretions (November, 1951), Volume 50,
p* 92*
iMi
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chose m vooetlon once» but had been unable to realise
it for one reason or another» and did not make another
choice,2
/
Those informants who were thwarted in their original choices
were also unable to make other occupational choices.

This

inability may have evolved when the person developed a nar
row concept of the kind of person he wanted to become and
thus» when thwarted in his original occupational desire»
was unable to choose any other occupation which would fit
his present occupational concept.

In such eases» the indi

vidual must first reconstruct his picture of the kind of
person he wants to become and then proceed to make another
occupational choice compatible with this new occupational
concept.^
yon-rrofessional reasons.

Sparling has pointed out

that those students who came to college with s definite
career in mind» made better scholastic records than did
those students who had no such life career in mind.

He

says*
Those who come to college with some definite aim»
giving the question of a life career and of their fit
ness therefore serious consideration» and who kept
their aims in mind» made definitely superior scholastic
records. Those on the other hand who have no such pur
pose made distinctly lower records*^
Data were found to corroborate this hypothesis.

^Sparling» p. 91*

However,

pp. 96-10:^.

^Sparling» p. 89.
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on the hasle of Information obtained from the informante,
the above hypotheeia waa modified to this extent:

fhoee

students who were seriously considering their future career
plans made distinctly higher scholastic records than those
students who were not doing so#

The fact that the student

had or had not made a definite choice of a major field of
study, was not found to be significantly related to his
scholastic record#
Interviewees who had not yet made a choice of a major
field of study had delayed making a choice for one of three
reasons:

(1) they had made a choice previously, but for

various reasons had withdrawn from that field and had been
unable to make another choice; (2) they had not thought
about their future career plans enough to enable them to
make a choice of a major field of study; (5) they had not
yet developed an occupationally relevant self-concept#
Bo occupâtlonally relevant self-concept#

Self grows

out of the social process; it is a product which develops
as a child learns to use language so that he can act con
sistently towards others and his own organism (he does not
yet have a self) and so he can learn to anticipate the
behavior of others end fit his own behavior Into the beha
vior others anticipate of him#

This occurs through what

George Herbert Mead calls taking and playing roles#

Head

conceives of *'role** as an individual’s organisation of
activity to which he commits himself#

He wants to fit his
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activity Into th.@ norma and expectation» in the structure
of relationship».

A role is a general orientation rather

then a set prescription of behavior.
regardless of the individual.

A role is always there

A role says what one may do*

may not do, should do and should not do.

A ©mall child

coming from infancy learns to observe his own behavior
through others.

He learns to take the role of the other.

This means seeing his own behavior through the responsive
behavior of the other.

Ho imagine® how the other takes his

behavior into account and thus he formulates his own beha
vior.

As the child learns to take and play roles, his self

is starting to develop.

île is beginning to learn to act

consistently in a predictable way.
role as an aspect of his self.
roles we play in life,

He is incorporating hi®

Half is built out of the

when ”self—concept” is spoken of,

it is in reference to a specific role the indivi<^ual has
incorporated into his being.

In this paper, the author la

talking about occupationally relevant self—concepts.

In

choosing an occupation, one chooses to attempt to become
this kind of person rather than thet kind of person, and
in effect, to attempt to play this occupational role rather
than that occupational role.

The college student must begin

to incorporate a certain expected role into his conee%;tion
of who he thinks he is.

Ihe college student is expected to

choose an occupation and prepare himself for said occupation
while In college.

Thus, while in college, he attempts to
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play th» role of the college student, who is

m o v in g

toward

an occupational role.
The self is seen in two aspectst
subject of behavior.

as object and as

The self as object is called the "me”

phase of self; the self as subject Is called the ”1” phase
of self.

Subjectively the self im spontaneous, uninhibited,

and unpredictable.

The "me” aspect of self (objective self)

is conservative, normative, predictable end controllable.
As in the case with any other object, the self is considered
as a plan of action.

Celf-attitudes are tendencies to act

toward the self or are a plan of action toward the self.

A

social act begins with some Impulse which ctdls to mind a
series of ways of expressing the Impulse.

All the things

one thinks, feels, and does to express this impulse consti
tute the social act*

The concept of self has to be taken

into consideration in explaining behavior.
ing to answer two sots of demandas
demands.

One is attempt

role-demanda and self

We want others to think we ax*e the kind of person

we think we are.

The self is seen in two frameworkst

it

is a product of the interaction built out of the roles one
plays in life; and it is a

roc ess which is the individual

counterpart of the social process.

When we examine the

self-process, we find in a pez'son a replication of the
social process.

When one thinks, he interacts with himself

as he interact® with others.
the social process.

This involves internalising

It also involves the interaction of
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Cne interprets the

"I” through the "me” end decides how end when to express an
impulse* if at all# in the framework of his roles, and also
in the general concept of his self.
involves I

Cl) perceiving others t

The self-process

(2 ) Interp^reting

others i

i3) perceiving one's own impulses| (4) Interpreting one's
own impulses ; (5) eh individuation of the social process.
The self is built out of:

roles which become self—concept®,

and the self-process*^
Three exaü.ples will now be presented in an attempt
to show how Mead's theory of self-concept is applicable to
the responses of the informants*
Question* khat particular branch of your field would
you like to specialize In?
AnswerI Well* at this point, I am in education for
security*a sake* 1, because, I don't know why, but it
is a basic thing in the minds of people now* You know,
you have to be secure, and to go into teaching, that's
the best way. I have my reservations about whether or
not I'll teach. I think I might be interested in going
into work in museums or such. This would Involve a
little more of my background in literature and history
and such. X think teaching would be narrow in time. I
think I would possibly find iiyself becoming bored with
it to an extent. That is, if I didn't have outside
interests, outside activities along with it.
question: v.hat are your tentative or certain plans
as to wnet you will do after graduation from college?
Answer; Well, I do plan to go to graduate school,
end X think I'd like to go to school back easw, but of

%
'^George
Chicago;

Herbert Mead, Mind « Celf end Society.
The University of Cure ago frees, l9>4'.
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course I caii*t predict;»
work out.

not sure that this will all

When asked the branch of his field in which he would like to
specialize» the student in the above interview said that he
was not yet certain, but that he was currently in education
for security*® sake.

From this response» the author inferred

that the respondent was playing the role of the student who
is expected to choose some field of study and then proceed
to prepare himself for entrance into that field after grad
uation from college,

however» the student went on to say

that he was not completely certain that education was the
field in which he believed he would be most happy.

He felt

that he would be more satisfied with some occupation which
offered him more variety.
would be narrow in time.

As he said»

think teaching

I think I would possibly find my

self becoming bored with it to an extent.**

His conception

of the demands of his possible role as & teacher was not
entirely coiupatible with what he believed to be his selfdemand®.

As Kead says;

The concept of self has to be

taken Into consideration In explaining behavior.
attempting to answer two sets of demand® *
self-demands.

One is

role-demands and

When asked what he planned to do after grad

uation from college, this student again displayed some
uncertainty.

He said he was not certain that his plena for

graduate school would work out.

For these reasons, it was

inferred that this student had not yet fully developed an
occupationally relevant self-concept.

He had not been able
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to Incorporate the role of the teacher Into an aepect of
himself.

Ha still had his doubts about his suitability in

the role of a teacher*

As he said:

**I have my reservations

about whether or not 1*11 teach."
The following is an example from another interview*
:uestion: With what persons, other than the one you
have already mentioned, have you discussed your choice
of art as a major field of study?
Answers I ’ve only discuaeed my field with other art
students at this point. I haven’t talked to any of the
teachers in the field, because at this point I am not
sure as to what to talk about. X don’t know that much
about it.
Questions Are you still in the process of makinii, a
f i n ^ occupational choice?
Answer; Well, X know my broad Interests, but not a
specialised branch, /oad, I don’t have a desire to make
a definite choice at this point. X know I ’m criticised
for this, but I don’t feel that I could make a choice
at this point. (Because of lack of knowledge?) I feel
that I have so much to learn before making a choice, and
I ’m a very changeable person, and X want to be very sure
before X do make a choice*
This student said she knew her broad Interests, but was not
yet ready to make a final choice of a specialized branch of
her field.

Che appeared to feel that she did not know

enough about the field of art to definitely determine if
she would be satisfied playing an occupational role in a
specialized branch of that field.
very changeable person • • .

Che said*

". , . I ’m a

Apparently, she believed

that her knowledge of her self-demands was not yet compre
hensive enougti to enable her to choose an occupational role
which she would be able to incorporate into an aopeot of
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hermelf #

She also appeared, to lack a kncwled£,e of th®

demands of an occupational role In any specialized branch
of the field of art*

Consey^uently, she responded that she

was not yet ready to moke a definite choice of an occupa
tion*

Che said:

”I don’t have a dealre to make a definite

choice at this point.

I know I ’m criticised for this, but

I don’t feel that I could make a choice at this point.”
She was playing the role of the college student Who is
eajpocted to make some choice of en occupation while in col
lege*

She had not been able to .male® this choice, and thus

believed that she was criticised for this*

Mead says:

..hen "self-concept” is spoken of, it is in reference to a
specific role the individual has incorporated into his
being*

This respondent apparently had developed a concept

of herself as a student in college, but had not yet been
able to develop an occupationally relevant self—concept *
The following is an example of a student %dio, after
having made a choice of a major field of study wltZi which
he became dissatisfied, later chose anotlier field of study
with which he felt he would be happy.
-.uestion: When you decided to enter collage, had
you already made a choice of a major field of study?
Answer: Eo, I decided to, well, I mean I felt, of
course you always feel that the decision is fairly
permanent* You don’t feel that it’s unstable or it
isn’t really a decision at all* And, so I felt that
the decision to go to school and study forestry,
because I like outdoor work, was pretty permanent.
But, this has changed face about two times, but it’s
very stable end permanent now*
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Question i Do you think that at that time you really
didn’t know what you were getting into?
An§w©^t Ch yes*
until later*

Xou don't know ajcgrthlns about it

Question; What made you decide that forestry was not
the field ior you?
Answer; %# my preconceived approach was the aesthetic
values* But* of course* they teach and emphasise about
ninety per cent commercial* and they only talk in terms
of the aesthetic values in so far as the public is
interested in it* and not you as a professional* lour
concern must be with the overall commercial aspect of
it.
Question;
Answer;

Are you now a zoology major?

Zoology to the end.

Questions In what branch of your field would you
like to specialize?
answer;

I'ield research* instead of lab work.

Q u e s tio n ;
Are you likely
major lield of study?

to

change your choice of a

Answer; Ch* no. But, I'll go back for a minute end
say that * why I'm interested in the out—of-*doors rather
then some other thing. Well* from the time I was born
until the time I was seven years old* 1 was raised in a
city* St* Louis* and it was then* well actually X was
raised in a city until I was eighteen* so that wouldn't
have too much of an Influence, except for the fact that
my father always liked to go hunting and fishing and
driving through the country end so I always went with
him. And* I have nothing against society at large* but
the population of two to eight million doesn't scare
MO* but at the same time* I'm* X guess there's a psy
chological factor there too, that I don't understand
about myself. But X enjoy the open spaces and what have
you a lot better than big cities. But I* like I say. X
have nothing against either one. I like both in their
own place. But I've always gone when I was younger* I
always traveled In the country and gone hunting and
fishing with my father* and so X probably learned to
like it through his interest.
This student apparently made his choice of a major field of
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study primarily because he was extremely interested in the
out-of-doors. However, after deciding to major in forestry,
he discovered that his conception of the occupational role
which he would be required to play in the field of forestry
was not compatible with his self-dejaands*

He wanted to

play an occupational role which offered an emphasis on aes
thetic values*

He aaid*

aesthetic values*

*Hîy preconceived approach was the

But, of course, they teach and emphasise

about ninety per cent commercial, and they only talk in
terms of the aesthetic values in so far as the public is
interested in it, and not you as a professional***
Consequently, this student changed his major to
soology

decided to specialise in field research rather

than laboratory work*

He apparently felt that his self—

demands would be satisfied in an occupational role which
offered en appreciation of aesthetic values end also an
opportunity to work out-of-doors*

He therefore chose to

prepare himself for a career in zoological field >rox*k, feel
ing that an occupational role of this nature could be incor
porated into his self-concept*

The stuuent goes on to

explain why his interest in out-of-door work was so impor
tant to him and wuy he believed this was a significant
aspect of his self-concept*
In describing the process of developing an occupa
tionally relevant self—concept, Bonald huper says that one
develops a picture of numerous little aspects of oneself
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-105which eventually one is able to develop Into a complete
self—concept.

for this reason$ when attempting to choose

an occupation# and In effect# Implement one's self-concept#
those persona who are still in the process of developing a
self-concept# are unable to choose between a number of
fields because the numerous little aspects they have of
themselves are compatible with several occupations#
Zll Ginsberg has pointed out that in choosing an
occupation# one must make a compromise among his interests#
abilities# aspirations# and d e s i r e s O n e should choose
that occupation which best fits his abilities# interests#
aspirations and desires#

Naturally# no occupation is such

that it will satisfy all of the young practitioner's occu
pational desires#

for this reason# the college student

must try to choose that field which he believes beat suits
the occupational role he wishes to plcy and in consequence#
give up hope of fulfilling any minor desires or wishes he
might have#

This is the realistic compromise which ell

persona must make#

In choosing a major field of study or

future occupation# through a process of trial anu error#
the student attempts to find out if that job or field of
study permits him to play the kind of role he wants to
play#

Gecondly, he seeks to discover if the role the Job

or field of study requires him to play is one which he is

^Ginsberg# p* 198.
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able to play— Is he really able to live up to the concept
he has of the kind of person he wants to becone?

If not,

he should reconstruct the concept he has of the kind of per
son he wants to become and attempt to choose an occupation
compatible with his new occupational concept.
Conflict causes delayed choice#

Numerous instances

ware found in which the informant, because of occupational
conflict, had discarded hia original choice of a major field
of study and had been unable to make another occupational
choice#

Those persons interviewed gave the following rea

sons for having discarded their original occupational
choicest

(1) their parents objected strongly to the choice

they had made; (2) they found that they were more interested
in some other field; C5) they did not have the ability to
successfully complete the requirements for entrance into
that occupation; (4) they lacked requisite funds to prepare
for entrance into that occupation#

In all cases except the

second, the informants had delayed making other occupational
choices#

Such delay occurred in most cases because the stu

dent had limited himself to auch a narrow range of occupa
tional choices that when he was thwarted in his original
choice, he was not able to make another choice acceptable
to himself#
It was found that there were very few juniors and
seniors who had not made a choice of a major field of
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study* end that* for the most part* these etuuents Intended
to work In those fields in which they were majoring.

Thus*

it appeared from their responses that they were seriously
considering the future career possihilities in their partie
ulax' fields of study,

however, among the •underclass stu

dents there was a large percentage who had not yet made a
definite choice of a major field of study,

Host of these

students said they had originally mace an occupational
choice but had subsequently discarded it and had thereafter
been unable to make another choice.

On the basis of this

information and data presented earlier in this paper, the
author concluded that occupational conflict occurn most
commonly among the underclass students, and that during
their college years, most students progress from unrealis
tic to realistic occupational choices.

•It must be noted that iioataaa State University
requires all students to make some choice of a major field
of study by their junior year.
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zunrju-.ic AUD co:tciu2Ickg
Increaslxx^ specicllzatlon of job re quire :üeiiC6 con—
comltunt with longer* and more Intensive training programs
has made It necessary for the young adult to male en occu
pational choice at an early age.

ileny young persons enter

college without first considering for which occupation they
wish to prepare themselves during their college years.

As

a consequence, the Initial college years are spent trying
to learn enough about the various occu*/ations to enable the
student to make an occupational choice with which he
believes he will be satisfied.
huring their college years, most students proceed
from an unrealistic to a realistic occupational choice,
ilost students do not begin to develop an occupationally
relevant self-concept until their college years,

llowover,

for some students, this self-concept is completed at a
younger age.

In choosing a particular occupation one is

choosing to attempt to become "this kind of person" rncher
than ’’that kind of person."

Zharefore, soua students choose

occupations and thereby attempt to iaplauont their occupa
tionally relevant self—concepts at earlier ages than stu
dents who have been slower developing pictures of the "kind
of person they want to become."
-103-
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Suia:asry and conclusions *

It wag found tiiat the

majority of the imderelaaa Inforjcsants did not choose their
occupations realistically.

Such students mede occupational

choices without being very well acquainted with those fields
whicüi they had chosen.

Those criteria employed as an indi

cation of the student*a acquaintance with his chosen field
were:

(1) Had the student done any part time, temporary or

permanent work in his chosen field?

It was assumed that

working in a particular occupation gives the individual an
opportunity to evaluate his own ability in the field, the
demands, requirements and rewards involved in such work,
and consequently determine his fitness or suitability for a
life long career In that particular occupation.

It was

found that forty—eight per cent of the upperclass students
had worked in tneir chosen professions, end only thirty-two
per cent of the underclass students had done such work#
(2) Had the student participated in any extracurricular
activities connected to his chosen field of study?

An

example of such an activity was the case of the student who
intended to become a lawyer and who during college and high
school participated in the school debate team.

It was

assumed that participation in such activities helps to
develop personal qualities or traits which will be useful
to the individual when he begins working in his chosen occu
pation.

Also, such activities serve as an indication to

the student of those skills which he will have to master &a
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a profeeslonal in his chosen field; If he dislikes working
la activities connected to his field, this may serve as an
Indication to him that he will dislike working profeasion-clly in that field.

Glxty-nlne per cent of the nppercl&ss

students had participated in extracurricular activities
connected to their fields of study, whereas only fifty-two
per cent of the underclass students had taken part In such
activities.

(5) Had the student discussed his choice of an

occupation with persons profaaslonally coanecUed to his
chosen field?

It was assumed that sucn discussion would

bettor acquaint the student with tiio demands, requirements,
and rewards of uis chosen occupation; on the basis of such
discussion, the student would be able to develop a general
picture of the field he had chosen and thereby be in a
better position to determine the suitability of his partic
ular occupational clioice.

The author found that ninety—four

per cent of the upperclass students had discuosed tneir
occupational choices with professionals in their field, but
only ©ixty-sevon per cent of the underclass students had
had such discussion.

(4) Had the student dene any outside

reading of material in hia chosen field?

It was assumed

that such reading would better acquaint the student with
jiis chosen field.

Admittedly, i'ending material in one's

field gives one only a second hand or abstract view of hia
chosen field, but it does give the individual more informa
tion about hia field tcan he would otherwise have, and
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-Illtherefore serves es a means of hecomlng acquainted with
one*6 field*

Tlilrty—two per cent of the juniors and seniors

had done considerable extra reading in their fields, whereas
only ten per cent of the freshmen and sophOijiOres had done
such extracurricular reading*

(p) had the student decided

upon what branch of his field he wanted to enteri

It was

assumed that a decision to enter on© branch of one*» field
rather than another indicated that the student was well
enough acquainted with his field to enable him to determine
which branch of his field he wished to enter, and also,
that it was an indication that the student had dene ccnsiderablj more thinking about his futux*® career plans than had
those students who had not yet decided which b r m c h of
their fields t.ioy wished to enter*

?orty—eiglit per cent of

the upperclass students had made a choice of a spCfCialised
branch of their fields, but only forty-two per cent of the
underclass students had mad© such a choice*

(6) had the

student developed a plan cf entry into his chosen occupa
tion?

It was asaumed that those students who had a plan of

entry were better acquainted with their chosen fields than
were those students who had not yet developjcd such a plan*
Having developed a plan of entry into on®*» choiion field
was an indication that the student was well enough
acquainted with his field to pi-edict the most satisfactory
manner through which he would be able to acquire a suitable
position in hia chosen field*

Ihose students who had no
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cuch pl&n of entry said they were not well ©nouijh acquainted
with their fields to enable t :e:a to develop such a plan,
Seventy-three per cent of the juniors and seniors had
developed a plan of entry into their chosen fields» but
only thirty-three per cent of tiio sophonoros and freshnen
had developed such plains.
post—graduation plans?

(?) Had the student made any

It was ass'juued that one must be

acquainted with one’s chosen flaid in order to make definite
career plans in his field following graduation,

fhoso stu

dents who had no ouch post—graduation plana ©aid tl^ey v/ere
not well enough acquainted with their fields to make any
definite career plans following graduation,

JigLty-four per

cent of the upperclusa students hod made post—graduation
plana* in couperison to only thirty-eight per cent of the
underclass students who had iznde uuch plans,

(J) V.as the

student aware of what particular probleus he might encounter
in attempting to secure a position in his pvarticular field?
It was asoumod that those students who wore well acquainted
with their chosen fields would be more able to accurately
predict what cccupctionnl prcbleus ti»ey might encounter in
seeking ^'Ositions in theii* chosen fields than would be those
students who had no such acquaintance with their occupations.
It v/cs found that sixty per cent of the upp erclass students
were ev;ax'*ô of the occupational prcbxcms they could expect
to encounter in attempting to secure positions in their
chosen fields* whereas only thirty-six per cent of the
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imderclaas students expressed ©n awareness of such problems*
On the basis of this information, the author concluded that
the upperclass students, being better ac«^u©inted with their
particular occupational choices, were in better positions
to make more realistic choices of occupations than were the
underclass students.

Furthermore, the underclass students,

being not very well acquainted with their chosen occupa
tions, had not objectively considered their suitability for
professional work in their chosen fields, and had, in effect,
made unrealistic occupational choices**
Interest in one’s chosen field was given «us the pri
mary reason why the infornants made the occupational choices
which they did nnke.

Since one’s ability in a particular

profession is one of the main criteria of success, the
author attempted to evaluate each student’s ability in his
particular field of interest.

Since the author had no other

objective means of measuring the student’s ability in his
chosen profeselo’, college grades (high school grades for
freshmen) were employed in this study.

However, it must

also be taken into consideration that one’s grades could
reflect one’s relationship with the professor, one’s
interest in one’s field, or the student’s attitude toward
*Gf course there are always exceptions to the rule;
in fact, this writer did interview underclass studenta who
had made realistic occupational choices and upperclass stu
dents who had made unrealistic occupational choices. How
ever, in this ease the author is drawing a conclusion about
the majority of the upperclass fjcd underclass students
interviewed*
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the Buhjeot matter of the particular coureee*

hx this

sezLfie then# grades are not a completely adequate indication
of one*8 ahllity In a particular field{ but# leeking any
other objective means of determining the students* abilities
in their fields# grades were used In this research.

The

author found that the correlation between interest and abil
ity in one*8 occupation was higher among the upperclass
students than among the underclass informants.

Of those

underclass students interviewed# their grade average in
their particular major fields averaged out as 2.2 or a
plus grade average; in comparison# the grade average of the
upperclass informants in their major fields was 2.8# or a
”B** minus grade average.

Thus# it appeared that the juniors

and seniors interviewed had established a higîier grade aver
age in their major fields than the sophomore or freshman
interviewees.

However# this difference may have occurred

because only those students who received higher grades
remained in school long enough to become upperclassmen# and
that tiiose students who received poor grades as underclass
men# subsequently quit school,

üinoe this writer inter

viewed only those students who were currently attending
school# the validity of the above hypotheses must remain
for subsequent researchers to determine.
The author found that those interviewees who had
made early occupational choices ware less likely to change
them than were those informants who only recently (within
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th# past four years) made a choice of a major field of
study or future occupation*

There were only eight Inform—

ants# or eleven per cent of the total Interviewees* who had
made early occupational choices* and among these eight* all
said they were certain they would not change their occupa
tional choices*

However* among the remaining sixty-three

interviewees who said they had recently made a choice of a
major field of study* only twenty-eight, or forty-four per
cent* said they were certain they would remain in their
present fields#

On this basis* the author concluded that

early choices of an occupation are more stable then recent
occupational choices*
When asked why they had come to college* the major
ity of the underclass students gave reasons other then pro
fessional*

Only thirty-seven per cent of the underclass

informants said they had come to college in order to pre
pare themselves for their chosen professions*

This group

of Interviewees was composed of those students who had made
a definite choice of a major field of study or who said
they thougiit they knew which occupation they wanted to
enter after graduation from college*

The sixty-three per

cent who came to college for such reasons as»

"I didn't

want to go to work*" "lîy parents wanted me to go to college*" or "I had some friends who came to college here* so
X decided to come too*" was composed of those students who
did not intend to complete college* had not chosen a major
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Jtldld or study, or/sad who did not Intend to work proies—
slonslXy In that field In which they were majoring#

There

fore, this writer concluded that a large proportion of
underclass students (sixty-three per cent) had not yet
chosen a permanent occupation and in such oases, had come
to college for reasons other than professional or occupa
tional#
In attempting to determine whether or not the inform
ants had considered their future career posslhilities when
making their occupational choices, each Informant was asked
what his plans were after graduation from college, what
problems he could expect to encounter in attempting to
secure a position In his field following graduation, and
how he would go about getting a job in his particular field.
It was found that:

(1) Forty-one per cent of the total

interviewees said they were not well enough acquainted with
their particular fields to make any post-graduation plans;
(2) fifty-four per cent of the informants said they were
not well enough acquainted with their chosen fields to pre
dict what problems they might expect to encounter in secur
ing a position in their chosen fields; (3) forty-nine per
cent of the students interviewed said they had not even
seriously thought about how they would go about getting a
job in their particular fields#

On the basis of this infor

mation, the author concluded that about one half of the
students usually disregarded their future career possibilities
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-117when Asking; occupational choices*
Two factors employed as a measure of reallam of one's
occupational choice were interest in one's chosen field and
satisfaction with one's occupational choice*

The author

found that those students with above average grade® C"B“
average or better) were more Interested in and satisfied
with their choices ti\an those students with below average
grades (lower then a ”C" average).

Of the fourteen inter

viewees with above average grades, sixty-four per cent said
they were very satisfied with and interested in the occupa
tional choices they had made; in effect, they said they
were certain they would not change their choices of major
fields of study or future occupations.

In comparison, of

the seven informants with below average grades, not one said
he was very interested in or satisfied with his particular
choice, five were moderately interested, two were not at all
interested, two were moderately satisfied, and five said
they were not at all satisfied*

Therefore, it was concluded

that those students who received high college grades made
more realistic occupational choices than those students who
received poor grades in college*
Of the seventy-one students interviewed, fifty had
chosen professions which required more education than their
fathers' and which also ranked higher socially than the
occupations in which their fathers were engaged.

In com

parison, sixteen of the total Interviewees had chosen
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ocoupations which, were intellectually end eoolally on the
eaae level aa their fathers * occupations, and only five
informant» chose occupation» which ranked lower socially
end Intellectually then their fathers*.

Consequently, this

writer concluded that, on the average, a student chooses a
career which ranks higher socially and intellectually than
his father*® occupation*

It was also found^ that there was

no correlation between either the parents* education end
the students* grade average or between the parents* educa
tion and the students* year in college*
What influence do the student*» parents have on his
choice of an occupation?

In some cases it was found that

the parents * occupations influenced the students * occupa
tional choices, but in other cases the students said that
they were not Influenced by their parents* occupations*

The

author found that fifty—nine per cent of the total inform
ants said that they had been influenced, either positively
or negatively, in their occupational choices by their
p
parents* occupations.
Cne may ask why some students and
not other» are so influenced.

However, because the author’s

purpose was merely to set forth those factors which were
Influential in the students* choices of major fields of
study, answering such a question 1» beyond the scope of this
research paper and must therefore remain for subsequent

^See pp. 65-66.

^Gee pp. 69-70.
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reseerohera ta determine,
w"hat InTluence does the parent*© attitude toward the
student's occupational choice have on this choice?

This

writer found that of t zlrty-elght cases In which the parents
approved of the student’s occupational choice* only two stu
dents said they were likely to change their choice of a
major field of study.

However* of thirty-three cases in

which the parent® did not care or disapproved of the stu
dent's occupational choice* twenty—five students said they
were likely to change major fields of study,

^erefore*

this writer concluded that those students who had chosen
fields of study to which their parents objected* or to which
their parents voiced no opinion* made less stable occupa
tional choices then those students who had parental approval
of their chosen fields of study.
When in the process of making an occupational choice,
the student attempts to choose a field of study which is
compatible with his values.

Ouch values may includes

the

opportunity the job offers for training and advancement*
the financial remuneration available la that field* the
working conditions* the educational and vocational demands
of that occupation* its intellectual re<%uirem@nts* the
necessity of special abilities in that field* and its
demands on one's temperament and character.

When the stu

dents had chosen occupations which they Inter found were
incompatible with their particular values* the writer found
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-120that those students were more likely to change their occupa
tional choices to fit their values then they were to change
their values to fit their occupational choices.

This con

clusion was drawn on the basis of the following information»
Of thirty-five students who said they were only moderately
satisfied with their particular choices of major fields of
study, twenty-one said they were considering changing fields
of study.

Cf fourteen students who said they were dissatis

fied with their choices of major fields of £tu<ay, all of
them said they were definitely going to change major fields
of study.
Each interviewee was asked*

”In what way Can the

University help you in solving any vocational problems you
might have?"

Over one half (fifty-three per cent) of the

Informants replied that they could not think of any way in
which the University could help them to solve their occupa
tional problems,

however, fifteen per cent said that the

University could help them through its Counseling Center.
Another fifteen per cent answered that the University could
help them, thx*ough its 1lacement Center, to find a job
after graduation.

Three per cent of the total informants

said that the University could help them by sponsoring a
loan.

Since the University performs all these funotiona,

it appears that the vocational needs of the students ere
being met.

However, fourteen pex* cent of the total inter

viewees said that the University could help them in solving
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their vocational problems by offering some type of on-thejob training In the various fields so that during their
years as underclassmen, they could become better acquainted
with their chosen field® of study#

huch a program would

give thorn first htnd Icnowlodge of their fields and thereby
enable them to muke a more realistic choice of en occupa
tion»

In view of the large number of students who had not

yet worked In their chosen fields (sixty—one per cent)$ the
possibility of offering on-the-job trt inlng programs for
underclass students is one worth considering»

There are

many reasons why such a program has not been developed,
however the scope of this paper does not permit the author
to here discuss this topic»
has been stated previously, the researchers gen
erally agree that high school students ere, on the whole,
unrealistic In their approach to ctuceer planning»

however,

the conclusions drawn by the researchers concerning the
realism, of college students’ occupational choices ere con
tradictory*

Some studies indicate that college students

are generally realistic in their choice of occupations,
whereas, other studies support the opp.osit© conclusion»
The author’s research data suggest that there is a transi
tion from the unrealistic sppioech. to the realistie approach,
and furthermore, that this transition occurs for some stu
dents during the college years»

Since a few students pro

gress more rapidly than others in this developmental process.
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the author proposes that this la the basic reason vlxj con—
elusions drawn in previous studies of college students*
occupational choices have not been in agreeiaent with one
another#
Limitations of the study#

la this study the infora-

ents* grades were used as an indication of their general
intelligence and of their abilities in particular fields of
study#

However this use of grades is not a completely ade

quate indication of either the student’s general intelli
gence or his ability in particular fields of study because
a student*» grades could also reflect his relationship with

the professor* his Interest in a field of study* or his
attitude toward the subject matter of the particular
courses#

But* lacking any other means of evaluating the

students* abilities or general intelligence* it was conse
quently decided that grades must be utilized#^
In all* seventy-one college students were inter
viewed#

As in all research of this nature* the conclusions

drawn are merely approximations stated in terns of probabil
ity#

It is by no means contended that the results of this

study or the conclusions drawn are universally true of all
college students#

Cn the contrary* it is merely proposed

that if one were to conduct another survey of college stu
dents* employing the same methodology and using the same
^oee pp# 15-16#
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-123rasdardL\ tecJmiçi,ues, the résulté would nrobahlT coincide
with those of this research project.^
Because only college students were interviewed, this
study is limited in so far aa the concluaiona drawn cannot
he said to apply to those persons who do not attend college#
The interviewees were a biased sample because they ware all
college students and thus cannot represent persona who do
not attend college.

This ia particularly true in regard to

the question of the students’ educational b a c k g r o u n d s . I t
has been found by previous researchers that those students
who had family backgrounds favorable to advanced education
were more auccassfuX, as measured by grades, in college
than those students who had educationally unfavorable back
grounds.

However, the findings of this research project

did not support this contention#

On the contrary, it was

found that there was no noticeable relationship between the
students’ grades or year in college, and the students’
parents’ education or occur>ations.

But, it may be contended

that those students who coma from educationally unfavorable
backgrounds usually do not attend college and thus, that in
this study only those few exceptional students who come to
college despite educationally unfavorable backgrounds were
interviewed.

Because this research was concerned only with

college students, it can provide no data either in support

^Bee pp. 23—29*

pp. G3—G6.
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or refutation of the above lOTOtheaas#
Th-ia study Is li:alted because no follow-up Interviews
were conducted*

Therefore, the findings of this study are

based merely on what the informants said tliey planned to do*
Whether or not the students actually did what tliey said they
were planning to do cannot be deternlned from this study.^
for this reason, the results of this research are more
highly probable than they would have been had follow-up
Interviews been conducted end the validity of the informants
responses more accurately determined#
It was found that the juniors and seniors interviewed
had established higher grsde averages in their major fields
of study than the sophoaoro or freshman interviewees.

It

Is possible that this was so because the upperclassmen had
made more realistic choices of major fields of study.

How

ever, it is also possible that this difference may have been
caused because those students who received higher college
grades remained in school aiuî became ux^p-erclassmen, whereas
those students who received poor grades es underclassmen
subsequently quit school before becoming juniors or
seniors.^

Had both high school and college students been

interviewed and also follow—up interviews of these students
conducted, the probability of either cf these hypotheses
could have been reduced#

^See pp. 81-82#

pp# 113-114-,
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Because this study

Is limited lu the preceding respects, It is suggested that
subsaqusht researchers ml^^ht coucera themselves with the
following questlohst

(1) ho these factors which tue luform-

exits said lufluehced their occupational ekioices appear uni
versally among other college students asked the same
questions?

The results of this study are only approxima

tions stated In terms of probability*

Other researchers

might see if other college stuuents express the same senti—
p
ments,
(2) now do the lesponsea of these college students
differ from those of persons who do not ettend college?
(5) why does a given student become interested In a partic
ular occupation and other students develop Interests In
other occupations?

(#) bid these Informants actually do

what they said they were planning to do?

follow-up inter

views of these same Informants would leveal the degree of
reliability of their reeponses*

(5) what is the relation

ship, if any, between the students* parents* occupations or
education and the students* grades or year in college?

The

findings of this study could be deceiving because only col
ei
lege students were interviewed*
(6) The juniors end seniors
interviewed had established a higiier grade average in their
major fields than the sophomore or freshman interviewees*
This difference may have occurred because the upperclassmen

®bee pp# 28—25*

"^he© pp* 6p—68#
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-126had laada more realistic choices of major fields of study
than the >uidorclassiien*

Cii the oth<^r hand, this difference

mey have occurred because those students who received h l ^ e r
grades reaieined in college whereas, those who received poor
grades dropped out of sc^iool their first two years.

A

study of both high school end college students, with follow
up Interviews, might provide data to support either of these
10
hypotheses.
(7) '^^hy are some students and not others
influenced by their peurents ' occupations?

(B) What are the

adv'.ntages, disadvantagaa, c<nd possibilities of offering
on—the—job training progr-ams for college students?

IP .

1 1 3 -1 1 4 -,
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IKTiuKVILw GUIDE

1*

Naîû«| agei class (year tn school); address (Illssoula
address); telephone; nationality; race; religion»

2#

for what resson(e) did you decide to come to college?
(Occupationally oriented reasons would indicate that the
student has given considerable thought to his career and
has taken definite steps in fulfilling his career plans;
superfluous reasons« such as "Nothing else to do" would
indicate that the student has not seriously considered
his future career.)

iJ*

Why did you choose Montana State University? (Note con
siderations of financest influence of "others" on hie
choice of school$ considerations of career, such as "has
an excellent journalism school.")

4.

What is your field of study or your tentative field of
study? (In conjunction with the following question in
regard to grades, this question is useful in determining
the students* intellectual ability in his chosen field.)

5.

What is your best subject? What is your highest grade
in this subject? What is your average grade? What is
your next best subject? What is your highest grade in
this subject? what ia your average grade? What is
your approximate over—all grade average? (Kefer to
question 4.)

6.

why have you chosen this particular field? (Note
Influence of others on choice; evaluation of special
abilities in making occupational choice.)

7#

When (at what age) did you decide on this particular
area of study? (Recently made choices are considered as
yet untried; probe as to initial reasons for making
choice.)

0*

Are you likely to change your occupational choice? What
changes will you make? Why? (Note student’s realisa
tion that his aspiration level, as seen thi'ough his
present choice of major, and his probable actual level
of achievement do or do not coincide.)

9*

Have you changed your choice of occupation recently?
Whet change did you make? Why did you make this change?
(Same reason as above question.)
—I3I—
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10#

In which particular branch of your field do you wish
to specialise? Why have you ciioeen this branch?
(Choice of a specialised branch, and knowledge of such
branch indicates that the student is veil acquainted
with his chosen field.)

11.

Vhat are your tentative or certain plans as to what you
will do when you graduate? ?or what reason(s) have you
made these particular career plans? (Formulation of
career plans indicates that student has seriously con
sidered future entry into chosen occupation and has
some knowledge of future occupation#)

12.

what is your father*» occupation? In what way has hia
choice of occupation influenced you in your choice of
an occupation? (When student makes occupational choice
under the Influence of "another,’* without seriously
considering his own abilities, talents, etc., the stu
dent has not made a "realistic" choice.)

13.

what technical (or other) material in your field have
you read which has better acquainted you with your
chosen occupation? (It is assumed that acquaintance
with one’s chosen field better prepare» one for the
problems and difficulties which he will encounter in
his chosen occupation; also indicates interest in one*»
field and future career.)

14.

With what persons professionally connected with your
field have you discussed your occupational choice? (It
is assumed that discussion of one*s occupational choice
with someone professloaally connected to the field will
give the student a better knowledge of his field and
the career possibilities available therein and thus
render his ultimate occupational choice more "realis
tic.")

13#

What outside activities have you participated in during
high school or college which will help you ia your
chosen field? (In some occupations, social skills,
spécial talents, etc. which have been developed through
participation in outside activities better prepares the
student for his future career.)

16.

What work have you done, either on a full time or a
part time basis, which has contributed to your knowl
edge of your field of study? (-Such work better
acquaints the student with hia chosen field and thus,
renders him more able, on the basis of experience, to
•realistically" make a permanent occupational choice.)
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How Interested are you ia your field of study* How
later'?sted are (were) you in those courses la your
cajor field which you are now (were) tiski^-gV (L'ote
decree of corrélation between latereet in courses
offered in uajor field and interest in occupational
choice; according to Bridges end Dollinger, Interest
is Ô basic criteria for "realistic" choice of an occu
pation «)

18#

*hat problems do you anticipate in the successful co.:i—
pletion of the university requirements for a degree in
your major field? How do you plan to solve these
problems? (A workable plan for solving; any foreseen
problems Indicates thxst the student has thought "realistlcelly" about the steps he must take to successfully
realise hie career aspirations, and thus, that his
expected level of achievement coincides closely with
hia career aspirations*)

l^j.

What major problems do you anticipate in securing a
position after £radustion from college? what will you
do to solve these probleias? (dsn© es in question Im;
also indicates student's acquaintance with his occupi^tionai field.)

20.

How great is the demand for p^?cple in your chosen fiel.,?
%%hy do you think there is (isn't) a demand? (Indicates
a knowledge of one's field; note any Indication of stu
dent's evaluation of hi» possible chances for success
in his chosen field.)

21.

What special qualification» do you hf^ve which suit you
particularly for the field you have chosen? (ouch as
education, special abilities, social skills, temp;era—
ment, etc.) (bam© as question 20.)

22*

is the highest grade in school completed by your
father? 2y your mother? (Assumption is th£*t students
whose parents have a low level of f o r m a l education will
not be as likely to complete colleges therefore, a
student whose occupational choice requires a college
degree, but whose parents are not well educated has
been "unrealistic" in hia occupational choice.)

23*

Ahere do you plan to work? How :auch money do you expect
to corn the first year in your chosen profeeaion? ihe
second year? The fifth y-r-ar? (Correlation between
money the student expect® to earn in hi» chosen occupiotion and the money actually earned by person© in his
field for the same number of years indicé tea that the
student has a "realistic" knowledge of this aspect of
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hia occupation and on this basis has siads a "realistic"
occupational choice.)
24.

How (by what means) do you plan to obtain a job in your
field? (A workable plan of entry into his chosen field
Indicates that the student has some "realistic" knowl
edge of his Chosen field and is therefore aware of the
obstacles which he will confront.)

25*

^ire you currently working? .jh^-t pe.'centngo of your own
support do you supply? (ikn occupational choice which
requires extended formal training end thus more money,
is considered "unrealistic" if the student has finan
cial difficulties and must work his way tJrirough school.)

26.

How have your parents reacted to your occupational
decision? How has this reaction affected your deci
sion? (Gccupaticnal conflict occurs in some cases when
parents disagree with the student*s occupational
choice; when such conflict does occur, it indicates an
"unrealistic" choice of an occupation.)

27.

In what way have any particular individuals influenced
you in making your occupational choice? (Guch as
parents, teachers, friends?) (Same as question 12.)

28.

How satisfied do you think you will be with the occupa
tional cnoice you have made? Why? (Satisfaction with
one's occupational choice indicates a "realistic"
choice; probe for student's evaluation of his reasons
for satisfaction.}

29.

In what way Cfin the University help you in solving your
vocational problems? (Probe any discussion which may
aid in detenaining "realism” of student's occupational
choice.)

50.

Are there any other aspects of your occupational choice
which you regard as important but which I have failed
to inquire about? If so, whet are they?
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„U2^TICîn?Al.;i:
1*

îf&cie

2.

3»

Cl&8g__

4*

Address

5»

Telephone

6*

Fatlca-ality

7*

Haoe

a.

Kelirlon

9*

What vocation do you expect to enter after leaving
coller.e?

10,

At what age did you make this décision?

11#

Have you decided on the paarfeiculer branch of the voca
tion in which you expect to specialize?
What branch?

12.

Have you done sxnaaer work, or part time work, which has
increased your knowledge of the vocation you have
selected?
Whet workl^'
_
_
_____

15*

What steps do you Intend to take (after completing all
your training) to get properly located in your
vocation?__________ __ _______________________________

14*

How much money (per year) do you expect to earn in your
vocation?
First year
Second year
Fifth year

15#

what books and magazine articles have you read about
the vocation you have chosen (technical books, biog
raphies, etc.i?

li> *

Have you been influenced in making your choice of voca
tion by anyone in particular?
-hat is his (her)
relationship?
Which of his artou
rnants inf lueacea you Xn yo'\ir décision?

-13>,
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17«

Wiiat exo your reasons for choosing; your vocation?.

18*

Do you have a sumaier position?

What is It?.

19*

Do you want a summer position?
p o sitlou?

What kind of a

20*

If you do not intend to work, how are you going to
spend your vacation?

21*

what positions have you held?
Position
nature of Vork

22.

\raat are your greatest accomplishments (other than
athletic) outside of class work (presidency in a
fraternity or club, etc*)?

23*

Of what fraternities or clubs are you a member?.

24-*

Mave you participated to any extent in any sports (aa
a group or individually)?
What suorts?

23*

Xîaïae three recreations or hobbies in which you spend
most of your spare time (music, art, etc*).

26*

Are you earning your way through college?....
IGCw of all expenses
_____________ 75/') of all exp-enees
___________
of all expenses
__________ 23/) of all expenses

27.

V.hst la your best subject?
highest grade in this sub.lectt
average grade in this subject?

Llkad

Pisiiked

what is your
what is your
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ivhat la yoxii* next best aublect?
h i p e s t grade In thia aub.iect?
average grade in this subject?

Vhat la your
-.vhat is your

29*

What Is your over-all average?

50*

iv’hat are the chieJf problezis confronting you in relation
to your chosen vocation?

51*

Have you changed in your choice of vocation?
Vih.at change have you made?
ow long ago did you make ~itf ~
'^hat were your
reasons for c;ianj.r.inp:?

52#

Æ a t is yo%ir father's vocation?_________ ________
If you have any brothers or sisters,what are tuoir
vocations?

55*

Father's educations
Gramnar 3chool
HiKh Hchool
College

54*

îtother's education:
______Grukuiar 3chool
Jligii School
‘College

55*

Have you close relatives in the vocation you have
chosen?__________ what relatlve(s)?_______________

56.

In what /ay can the University help to solve your
vocational problems?
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